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With this January issue,
I would like to take the 1
opportunity of wishing
Members a very Happy New
by R.L. Christian
Part II
Year and thanking those
who sent Christmas Greet In 1932 every station of the Swiss Federal Railways Was
allocated a number in alphabetical sequence. Thus "Aadorf"
`,gs, which were much
became
No.1 and "Zwingen" No.895. A number of gaps were left
appreciated.
or new stations and so far only about 735 have been allocaOn behalf of the
ed. The numbers 1 to 1000 were reserved for the S.F.R. and
Officers and Committee I the numbers 1001 to 10,000 for the Private Companies. Very
would also like to say
ew indeed of the latter have made use of the numbers allocathat it will be our con- ted to them. At some later date there appears to have been
stant endeavour to make
a renumbering of the stations of the Private Companies, with
1961 an even more success the allocation of lower numbers under 1000 and some of both
ful year for 'Helvetia". sets are to be found.
Most of the cancellations including a number are, thereTo this end contributf ore, of stations of the S.F.R. These numbers are to be found
ions of articles, etc.
for publication in the
in practically every conceivable position in the cancellations, both inside and outside the frame line. Some stations
'News Letter', will be
seem to possess cancels both with and without the number, and
most welcome.
also possess different cancels for the various sections of
Alternatively let us
the station. if it is a large one.
know of subjects which
Rectangular 'box' cancellations (see
you would like to see
illustration) are the most common and
"Salt with in our pages
H
,
L
easily recognisable, and the inclusand we will see what can
ion of a number can be taken as a
18 APR 60
be done to provide the
fairly safe guide that the cancel
required information.
e,i1a,er e,t
emanates from a station. Some of the
circular cancellations, however, more
Our Packet Superintendclosely resemble normal postmarks,
ent, Mr. Short, appeals
but
a winged wheel ornament or the
for booklets for the Club
initials
of
a.railway
company,
will identify them.
Packet, the circulation
of which is so badly
The types of cancellations to be found fall into 5 main
hampered by the dearth
roupssof material. Even if you
1. Box types - with square or rounded corners, with
have only a few items,
or without partitions.
send them along for inLine
type, i.e. station name only
clusion in composite
2.
Multi-sided
types
3.
booklets - it all helps.
4. Oval types
Lastly, a reminder
5. Circular cancellations
that renewal subscriptThe greatest proportion of the cancellations in use today
ions are now due and it
would greatly assist Mr. are in the first group. There are a wide variety of types
Harding our Treasurer, if" with and without partitions inside the 'box' round a
circular centre.
these could be sent in
as soon as possible.
Continued on Page 2...
E.J.R.
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CANCELLATIO NS (Continued)

The following are some typical examples of cancels which come under Group 1:
Very few of the 'line' type
are still in use, although at one
Miinsingen
time they were quite common.
rn
2i IMAM 5 I
° Early examples are so akin to the
straight-line cancels of the prestamp era that they are difficult
to identify with certainty. Nowadays they include the word 'Bahnhof' or 'gare',
e.g. 'Nil Bahnhof'.
S.B.B.

Octagonal cancellations are in use for the
stations of the very small private company:
Leukerbad-Leuk-Bahn, and also for Gstaad stagion of the M.U.B.
Only one oval type now survives to my knowledge, that of Uetikon. In the
past other types have been used in particular
some containing in the centre a pair of scales.
These were cancellations used by staticn refreshment rooms, which occasionally came into use.
In addition to the number of types of circular cancellations, including either
a winged wheel or the initials S.B.B. etc., some interesting individual types are to
be found. When a regulation was introduced, providing that only types of cancellations which could not be mistaken for normal postal cancels should be used, some
Private Companies (notably the B.L.S. - Bern-Loetschberg-Simplon) tried to circumvent the regulations by amending their existing cancellers, either by removing the
lower half of the outer circle, or
even the lower half of the cancellation. Later still, in some cases, the
whole of the outer circle was removed,
leaving the inscription without a frame,
Some of these types are to be found in
.
use today.
The above is only a brief outline
of a very fascinating aspect of Swiss
philately and it is not proposed, at this stage to delve further into various sections. If, however, it is of sufficient interest to members, it is hoped to publish
in due course,, either in the 'News Letter' or by means of a series of pamphlets,
further information on the whole subject and to attempt to compile a catalogue of
the known cancellations used by these stations and also by Swiss Travelling Post
Offices and Lake Steamers.
Ed.,
NOTE: The co-operation of other members in this project will be.welcomed.
DESIGNING
Essays for the 'Swissair' Special Flight Geneva-New York 1947
The task of the
artist when called upon
to provide a design for
a special stamp, is not
an easy one. To express
a theme within the limited space imposed by the
size of a postage stamp
calls for the greatest
skill in maintaining a
true balance between
simplicity and overcrowding.
Seen here are some of
the designs submitted for
this special flight, show
ing stages of progression
towards.the finally accepted design(bottom right).
Comparison of the Pictures gives a deeper
appreciation of the reasons for the final choice
STAMP

.
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A SWISS BALLOON COVER FROM THE LAST PRE-WAR INTERNATIONAL

GORDON BENNETT BALLOON RACE 1938
By

Dr. Max Kronstein

(Reprinted, with permission, from the American 'Helvetia Bulletin', December 1956)
There is a field of Swiss Aerophilately which has long been neglected in the Swiss
Catalogues: that of covers flown on the occasion of Swiss aeronautical participations
abroad.
An interesting example of such a cover is the one flown at the 1938 International
Balloon Races,
At that period in history these international balloon competitions were scheduled
to be held annually, with each participating country appointing the aeronaut who was
to represent his country. The start was generally held in the country of the balloon which had won the preceding races, and the guest country often issued either
commemorative stamps or at least used special cachets on these occasions.
So Switzerland used special cancellations for these races as early as October 3rd,
1909, when the race was held at Zurich, and when the cancellation read:
'GORDON BENNETT FLIEGEN
1.X.09-1 - ZURICH"
Very interesting special cards were issued on this occasion.
Again a similar cancellation was used in Switzerland at the 1932 Gordon Bennett
-aces, when theystarted at Basle on September 25, 1932.
On this occasion an offic_al balloon post was carried by the balloon 'HELVETIA' with C. Burki as pilot, carrying 8,298 cards and 5,757 covers with.the cancellations 'GORDON BENNETT WETTFLIEGEN The balloon landed near Ebrach,
(Swiss Cross) - 25.1X.32 - BASLE BALLOON LUFTPOST 1 .
Germany, and the mail received the backstamp of this town.
It is, however, not so well known that there exist special Swiss covers from the
In September 1936 the
Swiss participation abroad on the occasion of the 1938 races.
Belgian balloonist, Ernest Demuyter (Balloon 'BELGICA') had been the winner of the
races with a flight from Warsaw, Poland, to Archangel in North Russia (1800 Km.)
Accordingly the 1937 races were held in Brussels, Belgium, on June 20, 1937, and
were again won by E. Demuyter and his balloon IBELGICA 1 , this time with a flight to
Riga, Latvia. Therefore, the 1938 races were again held in Belgium.
This was the third competition for the Fifth Gordon Bennett Trophy and the 26th
Race in the whole international series, and the start was set for September 11, 1938
On this occasion Switzerland was represented by the balloon
at Liege, Belgium.
'ZURICH III' with Dr. E. Tilgenkamp as the aeronaut.
For the Swiss entry the Swiss Aero Club issued special covers showing in the upper
----Mft corner the winged insignia of the Clubs 'Ae.C.S.' with a red and white corner
irame. On the card was imprinted text:
AERO - CLUB SUISSE
COURRIER COMMEMORATIF DE LA
2me EPREUVE POUR LA
Ve COUPE GORDON BENNETT
Liege, le 11 Septembre, 1938
For some unknown reason this Swiss cover called the race the second trial for the
5th Trophy, whereas the corresponding Belgian balloon card called it the third trial
No postage stamp was applied, but in its place the Swiss cover was imprinted. s 'POSTE
PAR BALLON ZURICH III - PILOTEs DR. E. TILGENKAMP' and underneath this inscription
the cover received, at the place of landing .near Raasdorf, Austria, the postal
cancellations 'RAASDORF - 13.IX.38-718'. The number of flown covers is not known, but
it can be assumed that it was a very small number, since the writer has never seen
one of them listed or offered in the 18 years which have passed since these covers
were flown - other than the one in his own collection.
On the same occasion the Belgian Balloon,'BELGICA' carried special small air
sheets with a commemorative text and a Belgian postage stamp cancelled: 'Liege 11.9.38 - GORDON BENNETT XXVI EPREUVE'. At the landing it received a Rumanian postage stamp and the Rumanian cancellation s- 'ZALAN - 12.Sept.1938'.
The winner was the Polish balloon and that is why the next Gordon Bennet race was
scheduled to be held at Lwow, Poland, on September 3, 1939, but the race never took
place because of the outbreak of the Second World War. The Swiss cover of 1938 was
flown, therefore, at the last of the greatintovrIntiollal Gordon Bennett Balloon
Races of the Pre-War period.
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** * ** * * * * ***
Hon. Secretary: Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley,
32. Ethelbert Gdns, Ilford, Essex.
The rather small attendance at the
January meeting was due - we trust more to colds and 'flu than to coldfeet
However, those present enjoyed abattle
of wits on the occasion of the 'SWISS
QUIZ', a return match against Yorks/
Lands Group.
The Chairman Mr. E.C. Slate, prevailed upon Mr. H.L. Katcher of 'Amateur
Collector Ltd.' to set the 'Wiz'.
Not
only did Mr. Katcher compile a variety
of questions which taxed not only our
knowledge but our powers of observation
as well, but he also provided, a supply
of duplicated. test papers, sufficient
for both Groups, and we are very grateful to him for having taken so much
trouble.
As the Northern Group have yet to
hold their 'Quiz' it weuld be unfair at
this stage to comment on the questions
and we will defer this until next month
when we will be publishing the results
of both matches.

January 1961.
* * * * * * *

Next London Group Meeting;
WEDNESDAY
8th FEBRUARY
•
when Professor H. H. Landau will
give a lecture and display on
*
"THE CANTON OF GENEVA & ITS STAMPS"
*
•
This will be a unique occasion and
• we strongly urge all members within
• reach of London not to miss this meeting*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
THE LAST SWISS HORSE-POST
Mr. E. Lienhard sends us the following
interesting item from the January. issue
of 'ECHO':
"The postal coach route from ANDEER
(Graublinden) to the AVERS (a parish of ten
small hamlets in the Avers Valley) has now
been extended to CRESTA (on the south side
of the Weissberg) by the new road which can
be kept open throughout the year. This 'results in the disappearance of the last
Swiss horse-post which, up to the previous
winter, had been maintained between Crdt
and Cresta."

FAMOUS SWISS ON STAMPS
STEFANO FRANSCINI - 1796-1857 -Statesman
A reminder that this year's 'STAMPEX'
Exhibition will be held from March 17th to
Pro Juv. 1935 — 30 + 10 c.
25th at its usual venue - the Central Hall,
Was born in Canton Ticino and
Westminister.
became an economist and writer. He
accomplished a great deal for education
laying the foundation for statistical
Became a Swiss
science in Switzerland,
RAILWAY STAMPS
statesman of the Liberal Party and serve
as Secretary of State from 1830 to 1837
OF
and later as a member of the Federal
Constitution adopted in 1848. Finallyhe
SWITZERLAND
was appointed Minister of the Interior
Died 1857.
and of Public Instruction.
VERY FEW PEOPLE REALISE THAT
THE SWISS FEDERAL RAILWAYS HAVE, SINCE
Next month - space permitting - we
1913, ISSUED THEIR OWN STAMPS
will publish the index of articles for
As Swiss Specialists we have naturally
1960.
incorporated them in our Catalogue, in
Are you starting a Swiss collection conformity with all major Swiss publications.
Developing your present one • • • 0 •
We have especially printed a Price List
Taking up a new side-line 0 • • • • • • • of Swiss Railway Stamps (extracted from
( Looking for varieties .. 0 • • • • • • our 1960-61 Switzerland Catalogue), giving
details and prices of all available stamps,
Or just wishing to fill those
mint and used.
remaining empty spaces?
THIS LIST WILL GLADLY BE FORWARDED,
Whatever your requirements
FREE OF CHARGE, AGAINST STAMPED
••
I can help you
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.
Send your WANTS LISTS to me for
For the more advanced Railway Specialists
personal attention • • ° we have superb Approvals available of Proofs
Price list available on application. Essays, Errors, Varieties & selections of
fascinating Railway Station Cancellations.
NO SWISS COLLECTION SHOULD BE WITHOUT SEVERAL PAGES OF THESE INTERESTING RAILWAY
14, Low Lane,
ISSUES
Torrisholme, Morecambe,
( H. L. KATCHER )
Lancs.
The Amateur Collector Ltd. P.T.a
-P- 10••
27 9 Westbury Road, London, N.12.
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=.T.T.
PPOGkAVVE FM 196I
NEW HIGH VALUE DEFINITIVES TO INCLUDE 20 Fr. STAMP
Notification has now been received from the P.T.T. of the proposed new issues of
stamps for 1961. Although not quite as formidable in number as last year the total
outlay will be a little higher since the new high value stamps - forecast some time
ago - are due for issue in September and will, for the first time, include a top
._value of Fr.20.- necessitated, no doubt, by the increasing use of airmail for small
packages. The details so far given, which are subject to amendment if necessary, are
as follows:
20 February
Fr. 0.85
PUBLICITY STAMPS, 5, 10, 20 & 50 Rp.
..•
1 June
1.60
PRO PATRIA, 5+5, 10+10, 20+10, 30+10 & 50+10 Rp.
0.80
18 September EUROPA - CEPT 9 30 & 50 Rp.
...
38.00
18 September HIGH VALUE DEFINITIVES 9 Fr. 3, 5, 10 & 20 ...
1.60
PRO JUVENTUTE 9 5+5, 10+10 9 20+10, 30+10 & 50+10 Rp.
1 December
Pr.42.85
In addition, 10 c. printed postcards, with illustrations of the new size, 56x 52
mm. will be issued in March. The price for the series of 64 cards will be Fr.6.40.

RB! ICI i Y Sl/\MR S

The first of the new stamps will be issued on 20th February. The designs follow
the usual practice of drawing attention to current events and are as follow
5 c. Revelment Aid. A wall under construction and a globe. Colours: vermilion
and blue-green. The need to assist newly developing countries in solving
their problems becomes more pressing. Switzerland provides material help and
encourages all private efforts directed to this end. The stamp is designed
to publicise this on a vast scale.
10 c. 'HYSPA' 1961 9 Bern. 'Hyspa' emblem. Colours: blue-green and yellow. After
an interval of 30 years the second exhibition on hygiene, gymnastics and
sport will be held in Bern from 18th May to 17th June. Its purpose is to
give a comprehensive view of the state of hygiene and sport in the second
half of the 20th century.
20 c. World & European Ice-Hockey Championships. Ice-hockey stick and puck.
Colours: carmine, yellow and dark-brown. Ice-hockey is one of the most popular games to-day. The championships will be held in Geneva and Lausanne
from 2nd to 12th March.
50 c. Fully automatic Swiss telephone service. Wiring diagram over the contours
of Switzerland.. .Colours blue, carmine and dark grey. The conversion to
fully automatic working of the entire Swiss telephone system, completed some
time ago by the transformation of the exchange of Scul/Schuls, is a landmark
in the history of Switzerland's telecommunication service. For various reasons it has not been possible before now to issue a special stamp marking the
occasion.
36 x 26 mm.
,Stamp sizes
Designers: 5 Rp. Eugen & Max Lenz, Zurich
32.5
x 22.5 mm.
Picture sizes
10 Rp. Hans Neuburg, Zurich
Paper:
White,
slightly
coated, with
20 Rp. Jean & Lucien Ungar°, Geneva
red
and
blue
fibres
50 Rp. Bernhard Reber, Bern
No. of sheets zer_form c, linder:
Roto-heliogravure
Process:
4 sheets of 25 stamps each (A-D)
Printers: Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
•
(Continued overleaf)
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PUBLICITY STAMPS (Cont. from previous
N D X OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN 1960.
The stamps will be on sale at all
No.
1. Pro Juventute Arms Stamps Pt.V. E.J.R. post-offices from 20th February or from
the PTT Philatelic Agency, Bern. They
Switzerland & the Hapsburgs
will be in use until 31st December, 1961
2/3 The 'Verbano' Postmarks of Lake
Maggiore
L.Moore f or until supplies are exhausted. (Note:
N2. Lithography & the Rayons.Lt.Col.Blyth Stamps required for the purpose of frankÜ.P.U. 1900 - No.78B.
W.R.Morrison ing first day covers will be available
from 16th February.
3. New Issues 1960
Customers are requested to order pubPropaganda Stamps
licity stamps separately from other
Pro Juventute Arms Stamps Pt. VI.
stamps and also to remit advance payments
4. U.P.U. 1900 - No.79B.
separately.
New Definitives
Five specially designed first-day
Campione d'Italia
E.J.R.
covers - with appropriate vignettes World Refugee Year
will be available, one for each design
5. Pro Patria 1960
and one for the complete set. The price
Forthcoming Special Flights
of the covers, without stamps, is 30 c.
Pro Juventute Arms Stamps Pt. VII.
each. With stamps they are as follows:
Important Tete-beche Discovery
6. The Cantonal Messengers
E.J.R. Special cover with 5 c. stamp: Fr. - .553
with 10 c. stamp -.60; with 20 c. stamp&
U.P.U. 1900
Fr. -.70; with 50 c. stamps Fr.l.- and
Soldier Stamps Classification
with complete sets Fr.1.35
7. International Stamp Exhibition
The special first-day cancellation
r-_
L.Moore
A Letter to the Baroness
!will
read:
'BERN
1961
(in
large
Pro Juventute Arms Stamps Pt. VIII.
figures in centre) - AUSGABETAG 20.11.61.
Verbano Cancellations - further
Comments
L.Moore,
8. Swiss Patriot's Letter Found. L.Moore
U.P.U. 1900
9. Europa 1960
Facts Behind the Stamps:
1. Battle of Giornico
2. Rhine Navigation
We have just purchased what we
Pro Juventute Arms Stamps (Conclusion)';
pbelieve
to be one of the most outstand10. New Service Stamps
1ing
accumulations
of Swiss Railway
Famous Swiss: Numa Droz
on Railway Stamps.
Station
Cancellations
1
U.P.U. 1900 - No.77C.
They
are
on
pieces-of
various
sizes,
11. Pro Juventute 1960
ilmostly
several
different
stamps
per
The 'Reichsboten' Mystery
iece
and
with
an
un,elievable
variety
12. Swiss Station Cancellations Pt. I
R.L.Christian of strikes.
L.Moore
A Visit to the Post Museum
While it. ,will take -us several weeks
U.P.U. 1900
Into sort and price this .lot, we would
nwelcome now requests for Approvals,
which will be handled in strict rotation 4{
BALLOON FLIGHT - EUROPA WEEK 1961.
li
S W I S S at
In connection with Europa Week a
special balloon flight will take place on I
S TAMPEX
29 April with ascent from Zurich. Mail,
Mr.H.L. Katcher
A
not exceeding 10 arms. in weight, address-11
invites clients
ed, pre-stamped and unregistered, will be !^
old & new to disM
accepted. It will be franked with a spec- {'
P cuss their Swiss
;i
ial cancel similar to that used for the
Collections at..
World Refugee Flights of 1960, depicting a3
STAND 35
balloon between the letter 'E' on either
17th-25th March, 1961.
side, with 'Zurich' at the top and beneath!
'Europa Woche 1961 - 29 April'.
II
From straight-forward material to
Special covers will be available from ' outstanding items - we shall have sornethe PTT Philatelic Agency, Bollwerk 8,
thing on show to suit all pockets!
Bern, at a cost of 30 Rp. (unstamped).
ON PURCHASES OF Zi and over YOUR
The charge for mail is Fr.2.10 and it,
!I
should be sent in an envelope bearing the 102/6 ENTRANCE FEE WILL BE REFUNDED.
address of the sender and marked 'Ballon- Ii(New Issues excepted).
post' to Postamt Zurich 1 Briefversand', !
t er than 27 April 1961. On landing inotla
H. L. KJ.TCHER
the mail will also receive a normal postal
The Amateur Collector Ltd.
cancellation.
27, Westbury Road,
A special Automobile cancellation will
I
London, N.12.
also be used from 20-30 April during the jj
"zropaExhibtn e'ZurichHlmasâj
P.T.S.
B.P.A.
"

RAILWAY SAMS OF
SWtTZ R LnND

p
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No.77C - 5 cts. GREEN

Box (harrow) Perf.
By s 47. R. Nor rison
136 Dot under UP; Dot under 1 of 1875 '143
186 Diag. h/line from L frame thro' tab,'' •
Diag. h/line from L. frame over R. 0.93
upper arm to R. frame •
37 Small fine str. in cloud over wires 44
Blob in bottom R. corner
87 Two small dots top R. of value
94
137
187 Small o in tab. near L. frame
1144
38 Spot and small V. str. on R. shoulder'
88 H/line from L. frame to R. forearm
H/line thro' 2 0 of 1900 & R. frame] 194
138 Spot on R. shoulder
Dot over top frame and L'U
45
188 Dot L. below value
Small dot over S of Universelle
39 Retouch in top frame
Small dot outside L. frame at level 1 95
of 1875
89 Frame over Union damaged
Two small dots R. of value
1 45
39
Retouch
in too frame
1
195
189 Frame over Union damaged
42 H/line from L,frame thro' wires to
46
pole
96
90 H/line over tab. thro' clothed
V. str. outside L. frame at height ? 146
;! 196
of globe
140 Dot btw. 2 and 3 wires at L. frame
190 Small H. ;qtr. under :4 wire
47
41 H/line from frame over L of Jubile
97
thro' arms to R. frame
147
H/line from frame over L of L!'Union 197
to frame above arms
91 H/line from L. frame over value
48
thro' arms to R. frame
Fine h/line (V) outside R. frame
98
141 H/line from forehead to clothes
'91 Small dot on hyphen
H. dashed line over value
42 H/line from globe at L. to big cover 148
at R. frame
H/line from L. frame at shawl thro' 198
value to bottom frame
49
92 Small H. str. high in tab.
99
H/line from globe toface & topmost
149
insulator
199
142 H/lines from L. frame thro' value
up to R. frame
50
Small dot low in 9
192 H. dotted line over value into clothes 100
Diag. dotted line from L. frame to
, 150
value
43 H/line from L. frame thro' value to 200
R. frame
Small H. str. over frame over E of DID
93 Small V. str. outside L. frame at 31
and 4 wires

H/line from L. frame over tab. to R.
frame under wires
_
H. dotted line over value
Two small dots on 1 wire
Dot high on L of Jubile
Small H. str. top R. in tab.
Small dot outside L. frame at level of
1875
H/line from R. of tab. thro' scroll
to bottom frame
Small dots in both 0's of 1900
H. strs. over top frame (smears/streaks)
Two small dots btw. LE of Universelle
H/line from L. frame thro' UN of Univ.
and top frame
H/line from top frame thro' ON of Union
to R. frame
Small str. over frame over U of Union
H/line from L. frame thro' value to R.
frame above covers
H. dotted line over value to R. frank __
Dot in cloud under V of Universelle
Small dot over 1 wire
H/line from L. frame over J to R. frame
above ribbon
Blob in L. frame at shawl
Small dot on 1 of 1875
Dot over 5 of 1875
Dot low btw. 90 of 1900
Small dot R. - below J
Small H. str. below frame below cover
Small dot below hyphen
Spot below wings (on some examples only)
Small dot above btw. 87 of 1875
H/line low in tab. to D after Grasset
Small dot in clouds
H/line from L. frame below J to bottom
R. corner
H. str. outside L. frame at height o
scroll
Diag. h/line thro' L. frame below value
to D after Grasset
Small dot outside L. frame below J
H/line outside lower L. frame
Dot in 7
H. - h/line low in both L's of Universelle
H/line from value to pole
Dot under UB
H/line from B to arms
Dot below D after Grasset below frame
Figure in clothes at height of R. hand
H. dotted line over value into shawl
Three small dots outside bottom R.
corner

NG

DO YOU NEED HELP WITH YOUR COFTETITION I dTRY?1
ST
PQ
Write to me for approval selections to assist you in finding those items of special'
Blocks ..!
Interest which will make your entry outstanding .. Retouches .. Varieties
. InterSe-tenant
.
Tete-beche
Strips .. Special Cancellations . Flight Covers .
r
! I
W
N
0
WRITE
space Pairs .. Miniature Sheets .4 .. etc., etc.
14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

Morecambe,

Lancs.
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N „AL CIP COM 7DE- Flor\d
)(71-1
will be held at TILE KINGSWAY HALL(Roan31),Kingsway,Londen.W.C.2
on W E D N E S D A Y, 12TH APRIL, 1961, at 6.45 P.m.
Although this date is still some way ahead it is not too soon to start preparing
your entries and we give below the Rules so as.to avoid. any last minute rush. Apart
from the chance of being the lucky winner this is always one of our most interesting
evenings, since the entries alone constitute a miniature exhibition. Adjudicators
names will be published next month.
( RULES)
1. The Competition shall be held, annually at a date determined by the Committee of
the Helvetia P.S. as a display of album leaves from collections of Swiss Stamps
owned by members of the Society. The display shall be held at a meeting of the
London Group but shall be open to all members of the Society, wherever they reside.
2. Competitors shall enter not less than SIX and not more than TEN sheets, comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special, postage dues, official or any
other items, miniature sheets, semi-postal issues (such as hotel, soldier stamps,
airmail labels etc.), entires, flown covers, postal stationery issued in Switzerland.
(Notes Thematic entries will not be excluded although some judges find difficulty in
'assessing these in comparison with other more philatelic entries).
3. Entries sent by post should be packed carefully and despatched by RegisteredMail
and must be in the hands of the Competition Organiser, the Hon.Secretary of the
Society: Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, 32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex, not later than
Monday,10th April. Members attending the meeting may bring their entries along on
the ,ight.
4. All entries will be fully covered by insurance during the period from receipt to
return to their owners.
5. A JURY appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge the entries
and award the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to the owner of the entry which they shall select
as most worthy. In addition a consolation prize will be presented to the Runner-up.
6. Entries shall be judged by a system of points based on the following headingss
1. General philatelic interest
3. Writing up and arrangement ... 25
25
2. Originality (including research! .. 25
4. Condition (catalogue value
0.. 25
to be ignored)
7. The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession of the
winner for 11 months following the award and then be returned to the Competition
Organiser named by the Committee. The Cup shall then be awarded to the next winner,
but if the same person wins 3 successive Annual Cup Competitions, the Cup shall become his or her property and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next
Competition
The INTER-SOCIETY SWISS QUIZ having now been held by both Southern & Northern
Gro"ns, the results can be published. As stated the questions were set by Mr. H.L.
Kal_ler and since it is always easier to set the problems when one knows the answers,
some gave rise to a certain amount of argument and Mr. Slate, acting as Quizmaster, had to use his discretion in assessing the points to be awarded. Final results were
February 4th, when the Yorks/Lancs.
London
Yorks Lanos.
Group tackled its end of the Quiz,
Mr. R. Ward .
59
1, Mr.E.Lienhard 60
was also the day of the official
2. Mr.J.H. Short 56- Mr. L. Moore
48
Mr. J. N. Highsted 45 visit of Mr. Geoffrey Dyson, President
3. Mr.L.E.Stiles 56
of the Yorkshire Philatelic Assoc.,
Mrs.
Rawm1211141L
LYIe
4
4.
to which the Group has become affiliated. Mr. Dyson is visiting all Societies in the Association and expressed the
hope that the Group wOuld send an entry to the County Inter-Society Competition, the
subject this year being the Postal History of any Country, showing some original
research. The invitation was accepted and the Group will select a suitable entry
from efforts submitted by members. Mr. Dyson kindly consented to act as a neutral
Invigilator and marker while members ;applied themselves to the Quiz. Full time was
not taken by any member, most 'throwing in the towel' before time was up.
At the London meeting on February .8th Professor H.H. Landau gave a most outstanding display and lecture on 'THE CANTON OF GENEVA & ITS STAMPS' to one of the largest
attendances for some time. This was so full of interest that it deserves more worthy
mention than the brief space now available and it is proposed to publish a full
account in the next issue.
London members are reminded that the next meeting, on MARCH 8th, will consist of
SWISS FILMS (non-philatelic), arranged by Mr.A.J.Harding. The film show held last
year was so successful it was decided to make this a SOCIAL EVENING and you are
invited to bring along members of the family or friends 'to share in the entertainment.
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A\TON OF G ENEVA AND ITS STAMPS

It was with much pleasure that Members welcomed Professor H.H. Landau, accompanied
by Mrs. Landau, to the meeting on February 8th, to hear and see his promised lecture
and display on 'THE CANTON OF GENEVA & ITS STAMPS'. That Members had been looking
forward to this occasion was evidenced by the number present, and their anticipation
was fully rewarded. As a friend of the late Dr. George Fulpius, the great expert on
these Cantonal stamps, Prof. Landau had studied the subject very closely and was able
not only to speak informatively, but also to show many unusual items.
The Lecture commenced with a brief history of the Cantonal posts. Only three Cantons issued their own stamps Zurich, Geneva, and Basle. The so-called 'Transitional'
stamps were, in fact, also Cantonals and those popularly-known by the names of the
'Vaud' and 'Neuchatel' were actually issued by Geneva. Whereas Basle issued only one
stamp, and Zurich three, Geneva issued eight stamps, which makes them intensely interesting.
The first post office in Geneva was established under Louis XIV in 1669; it was known
as the 'Bureau de poste francais' and was set up to handle mail between France and
Geneva. Later on similar post-offices were established in Geneva by Zurich, St.Gallen,
Bern and Sardinia to handle mail with all countries except France. In 1773 the French
post office was removed to Versoix, but a year later was re-established in Geneva where
it remained ti11 1815. In 1798, resulting from the invasion by Napoleon's troops,
Geneva was annexed to France until 1814, after which it was restored to Switzerland.
The earliest known use of a cachet of 'GENEVE', indicating the source of origin of a
letter, is in 1698 and exists in the collection of Dr. J. Winkler, while an example` of
1703(or 1704) is in the Fulpius collection. Commencing with a cover of 1712 Prof. Landau showed a selection of pre-stamp covers illustrating various types of early Geneva
a,ncellations. These included some examples from the period of the 'Helvetic Republic
stingguished by the revolutionary form of address 'Au citoyen ..'. While it belonged to France, Geneva was incorporated in the 'Departement du Leman' and given the number '99', as shown on some of the covers. A later item of 1834 with the straight-line
'GENEVE' and date, also included the boxed 'SUISSE PAR FERNEY' and 'L.G.', now established as indicating 'Lettre Genevoise'.
In 1843 a Professor of Botany at the University of Geneva, M. de Candolle, inspired
by the use in Britain of the ' Penny Black', conceived the idea that Geneva might well
adopt a similar means for the pre-payment of letters and he approached the Grand Council which, after much deliberation agreed, on 13t1 September 1843, to sanction the
issue of adhesive stamps.
The first of these, the famous 'DOUBLE GENEVA' was issued
on 30th September 1843. It was printed as a double stamp in
order to serve a dual purposès a 5 c. rate within the same
community and 10 c. for places within the Canton (Geneva used
the French monetary system of 'centimes'). Each half stamp,
which bore the arms of the city, was inscribed. 'Poste de Geneve' at the top and 'Port local' below, while across the top
of the double stamp was the inscription '10. PORT CANTONAL Cent.'
The stamps, lithographed by Schmid of Geneva, were printed in 5 horizontal rows of
10 double stamps, giving a total of 50 'Double Genevas' or 100 halves. The total
quantity printed was 60,000,and of these Dr. Fulpius estimated that only about 6,000
were used and of these only some 600 are still in existence, so that the 'Double
Geneva' has become a rare item.

'
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THE CANTON OF GENEVA & ITS STAMPS (Continued)
The people of Geneva did not take kindly to the idea of using adhesive stamps.
The practice had been for the recipient of a letter to pay the postage and it was
feared that people would be offended by receiving a pre—paid letter, which might imply that they could not afford to receive it.
A used 'Double Geneva' was shown, and a cover with two half 'Double Genevas' of
different impressions. They showed the normal cancellation used on -these stamps, the
redGeneva rosette — although rare items exist where s for some unknown reason, the
stamps were cancelled by the red circular date stamp. Very occasionally the Geneva
grille (lattice), the Federal grille, or the small 'L.G.' can be found on the half
'Double Genevas'.
The stamps were imperforate and had to be cut from the sheets. Some were cut
wrongly, so that the two half stamps are shown in the reverse position. Extremely
rare pairs are out vertically.
In 1845 the postal rate was changed to 5 0. for the whole of the
Canton, which resulted in the issue s in April of that year, of the
single stamp known as the 'Small Eagle'. It was of similar design to
the former half stamp, but slightly larger s and derives its name from
the fact that the wings of he eagle do not touch the frame line.'Port
local' was replaced by 'Port Cantonal'. 120,000 stamps were issued and
they were printed so close together that it is extremely difficult to
find copies with all four margins. Even Swiss dealers, who are fanatics for condition s have to make great concessions in the case of these stamps. A very fine cover
showing the 'Small Eagle' with all four margins was passed round.
These stamps were followed. in 1847 by a new issue of similar design, but known as
the !Large Eagle' because the wings touch the frame line. It was also printed in
sheets of 100 stamps and 100,000 were issued s in a yellow—green shade. One complete
sheet exists_— now in the Postal Museum in Bern — the research on which provided. Dr.
Fulpius with sufficient material for a whole book. Cancellations on these stamps are
the same as for the 'Small Eagle' and range from rosettes to grilles.
in August 1848 came the issue of the 'Large Eagle' in dark green, which arose because the supply of yellow—green paper became exhausted. Only 50 9 000 were printed
on the dark green paper. Very interesting cancellations occur on these stamps and
among the items shown the following deserve special mentions
Two unusual covers, one bearing the yellow—green 'Large Eagle' s the other a pair
of the dark green 'Large Eagle' also shoved the 'cachet de facteurl of 'CELIGNY'.
Celigny s a small town, 12 miles from Geneva, was actually an 'enclave' inside Canton
Vaud and since it belonged to the Canton of Geneva it had to use Geneva stamps, but
because it was outside the normal boundary of the canton the letters were subjoct to
a rate of 10 c. At that time Celigny had one postman (and one letter—box!) which
accounted for the use of the 'cachet de facteur'. The letters were then conveyed to
Coppet, where one of the covers passed round received the circular date stamp, while
the stamps were cancelled after arrival in Geneva.
The
In 1849 the postal rate of the first 'rayon' was changed to 5 Rp. = 7i c.
authorities in Geneva (who would not use the Rappen currency) decided to make the
c. available. Of this 5 c. was covered by the 'Large
rate 8 c., as there was no
3 c. was paid in cash and shown on the cover by
Eagle' stamp, while the ramaining
This surcharge was in use for only 2 months beneans of a ichiffre taxeiof 3 c.
cause the Federal Council then decided to make 5 Rp. equivalent to 5 c., and in the
example shown the cover bore a circular date stamp while the dark green 'Large Eaglet
A very rare item.
was cancelled with the 3 0.''chiffre taxer in red.
A cover of 1852 showed the dark green 'Large Eagle' cancelled with the Federal
grille in blue, plus the normal Geneva circular date stamp also in blue s and another
cover of 1854 showed a very late use of the dark green 'Large Eagle' cancelled by
the Federal grille, this time in black.
Meanwhile in 1846 another development occurred: it was decided to issue envelopes
with imprinted stamps, the first Swiss examples of postal stationery. They were
mm., and altogether some
issued in 3 sizes z 140 x 110 mm., 140 x 75 mm. and 140 x 55
10,000 were printed. The citizens of Geneva appear to have been very reluctant to
adopt new ideas and although they had begun to accept the use of adhesive stamps,
the printed, envelopes proved most unpopular, so that most of them were not used, but
thrown away. Genuinely used envelopes are exceptionally rare and certainly rarer
than the 'Double Geneva'. Among items shown was a superb small cover with rosette
cancellation and Geneva circular date stamp of 1847.
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In 1952 Dr. Fulpius discovered a small printed envelope, of visiting card size, only

88 x 50 mm., in white, smooth paper instead of the usual yellowish shade, while the

printed stamp was of a moss•green colour. This was subjected by him to extensive investigation and was eventually pronounced genuine. It is now recognised as the fourth
type of printed envelope. This uniquo item reposes in the Fulpius collection and a
Photographic reproduction was shown. Apparently only a very small number were issued
and it may be that of the few which survived initially, most were later thrown away as
they were considered not be o genuine when compared with other types of envelopes. As
stated, the envelopes were unpopular but in order that the stamps should not be wasted
they were frequently cut out and used at first unofficially and later officially, by
being stuck onto other envelopes. Cancellatiohs are rosettes or grilles. There is
only one known example of a cut-out stamp on cover cancelled by a rod rectangular
boxed 'P.P.' and this is in the Fulpius collection,
In September 1848 the Swiss Federal Constitution announced the establishment of a
Federal Postal Service, all Cantonal posts were to be taken over and Federal stamps
used. Naturally it took time to implement this decree - until October 1950 to be precise - and meanwhile the Cantons were told that, during the period allowed for the
transformation of their postal serviees, they could issue their own 'Poste Locale'
stamps for use in populous centres. Basle did not make any issue; Zurich issued the
so-called 'Winterthur' stamp l while Geneva did not even wait for the official permission but issued the so called 'Vaud 4' very quickly. The number issued amounted to not
more than 10,000. They were produced by lithographyby Sehmidt of
in sheets
daeets of 100. How it came to be called 'Vaud' is unknown to this
ay. It was in use for only 3 months, which accounts for its great
rarity. Among the items passed round was a superb cover showing an
example of the 'Vaud 4 with very large margins.
By a decree of 22nd January, 1850 the postage rate was raised. from 4 c. to 5 c.,
available for both the town and. Canton of Geneva. The original stone of the 4 c. stamT,
was amended by Schmid and used for this issue and it is believed that 100,000 of the
'Vaud 5 1 were issued. Incidentally the remaining stook of the 4 c. stamp was permitted an equivalent franking value as the 5 c. from that date. Of the
'Vaud 5' several examples on cover were shown 9 also on a large piece
were a pair and a single with a grille postmark.
In the same manner the so-called 'Neuchatel' stamps were never
used or sold in the Canton of Neuchatel, but,. apart from Geneva, also
in the post-office of Carouge. Again it is really a 'Poste Locale'
of 5 c. According to the catalogues published up to around 1955 the
'Neuchtell stamp was said to have been issued in 1850 9 but Dr. Fulplus, who eXpertised several hundreds of letters bearing this stamp, had not seen one
showing an earlier date than September 1851 and nearly all were-cancelled by the Federal grille of 15 lines, which came into use in August 1851, and not one by the Gen---wa grille. Prof'. Landau then came 'across a cover with a 'Neuchatel' stamp, cancelled
.ith the Federal grille, and dated 11th August 1851, and this Dr. Fulpius declared to
be probably the earliest known date of use of the 'Neuchatel'. This stamp was also
lithographed by Schmid and is believed to have been printed in sheets of 100 or 80, to
the extent of 25,000. No unUsed blocks are known, while used, pairs are very rare.
This was the last stamp issued by the Canton of Geneva, and all Cantonal 'Post Locale'
•
stamps were suppressed in 1852.
This concluded the main part of Professor Landau's display and. Mr. A.J.Harding preposed a very hearty vote of thanks. The display had been of absorbing interest and
the material shown of such superb condition that it was a joy to behold. All members
present were very appreciative of the opportunity to see such outstanding items and lc
learn something about them.
With a little persuasion Professor Landau was prevailed upon to produce yet a few
more sheets for the delectation of members. This second display comprised items of
'Affranchissement mixte' - mixed frankings.
One or two very rare examples are known of Geneva Cantonals used in conjunction
with early French stamps, but these are so unique as to be in a class apart. Very
rare indeed is the use of Swiss Cantonals with Federal issues, and among the many
interesting examples of combined postage shown were the followings
Two covers with "Anterthur' stamps + .Rayon I dark blue; many covers with 'Ortspost' or 'Poste Locale' stamps used in conjunction with the various 'Rayons'; a Rayonl
(light blue) + Rayon II + 'Poste Locale'; a very rare cover with one Rayon I (dark
blue) + Rayon I (Light blue); further-, a cover with four Rayon I (light blue) + one
40 c. 'Strubeli'. The IStrubeliel were issued on 15th September 1854 and on 1st October 1854 all the stamps of preceding issued lost their validity, so that this combination was possible for only a fortnight.
Continued overleaf ..
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JrNATSCH' LTTRS

bys L. Moore, M.B.E.

The contribution from Herr Andre Nussbaum in the November 'HELVETIA NEWS LETTER' is
most helpful in solving — at least partially — the question as to which postal service would carry a letter from Gidsch to Ztirieh in 1621. One of my 'side—lines' is
the history of the Posts of the Princes of Thurn and Taxis, and although I have covers
of theirs used in several other countries, I have never yet found one proved to have
been used in Switzerland. It rather seems that we must agree with Herr Nussbau, that
my letter was carried by the Pussacher—Bote. Or does it?
A German translation of my original article was sent to Dr. Pfister, who has also
replied to my query. He quotes from Stettner in 'Der Lindauer Bote's 'The:Imperial
Post, which was handed over by the Emperor Maximilian to the House of Thurn & Taxis,
was taken over 'bei uns' (? in these parts) by the Lindauer Boten. Because of the
excellent geographical situation of Lindau, they were granted the rights of traffic
via Chur to Milan and the South, conveying passengers, goods and letters with the
help of their own local messengers in the towns and valleys'.
Dr. Pfister apparently agreed with Herr Nussbaum, but they will forgive me if I
draw attention to the fact that they both mention traffic only to Italy and the South.
I believe the Fussacher route was through Liechtenstein, over the Luzisteig to Chur,
then by the Spligen Pass and Chiavenna to Colico and by boat to Como. Even on a return trip they would be no nearer to Zurich than Landquart or Ragaz. Who then carried the letter forward? Herr Nussbaum mentions that Thurn & Taxis had a service
Tirano—Chur—Zt.rich, and he stresses that the Btindner used this official service only
towards the Reich. Zurich is in that general direction. Another thought is that
the Zt.rich messengers took over from the Fussacher in Landquart. There is no Indication that the Lindau messengers from Chur went as far as Z£rich.
Dr. Trenkel—Lietha sent me for Christmas the novel 'JURG JENATSCH' by Conrad Ferdinand Meyer, from which I learn that part of the official post route was by ship
along Lake Zt.rich from Rapperswyl to Zurich town, carrying passengers, parcels and
letters. So these old covers are apparently ship—letters!
Of the further letters I left in Switzerland, one at least has a slight postal
history interest, and is of great national historical importance. It is dated from
'TAVA 17 Xbre' (no year) and is signed 'G.G.', the second 'G' having a small 't' at
the foot. Dr. Pfister tells me that these initials were the usual abbreviated signature of 'Giorgio Genaz' (Jurg Jenatsch) and that the whole letter is in his known
handwriting, whereas the first letter was written by his Aide—de—Camp Blasius Alexander and signed by both. This second letter, addressed to the Venetian Paymaster
in ZL ich is in good Italian and gives bad news of the situations "Chiavenna sta in
Grandm° (Grandissimo) poricolo ..." ('Chiavenna stands in great danger — the Grey
League have sent their plenipotentiaries to Milan and will betray the whole of the
Valtellina'). The letter ends with a request that the Courier should be paid 'R.4'
(? four Rhenish Gulden) .. 'as we have not one Quattrino left'.
So again I asks which courier? My Gri'isch friends tell me that Tava was (and
still is, in Romansch) DAVOS. Can any of our numismatist members tell me the
approximate value.of 1 R.4' at that time? Would it be enough to pay for a special
messenger for the whole trip from Davos to Z,1rich?
While in Switzerland in the Autumn, I again saw the original letter. It is
apparently not written entirely in Romansch, but is an attempt at writing Italian by
a Romansch speaking man. The reference to the post is plainly 'per la postaimpero'.
What amuses me about all this is that security must have been very lax in those
days, when the rebels did not hesitate to use the official post to hatch their plots,
even when involving a foreign Power!!
EDITOR'S NOTES For anyone who is interested to read more about Jurg Jonatsch there
is a long account of his life and the Valtellina campaign to be found in G.R.deBeea
'ESCAPE TO SWITZERLAND', long out of print, alas, in the Penguin edition, but possibly available through public libraries.

^

THE CANTON OF GENEVA & ITS STAMPS (Conclusion)
An unusual covar was franked with the first 'Strubeli' — Z.22Aa (foxy—brown) and
Z.22A (light broom). This showed clearly the difference between the two colours.
Further examples showed various combinations of 'Strubelis' with 'Sitting Helvetia'
perf. of various denominations.
Apart from being an opportunity to see some of the true classic stamps of Switzerland, outside the scope of the average collector, the whole evening was highly
instructive and members were loft with a wider knowledge of these early issues and
much food for thought.
E. J. R.
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POSTMARKS ISSUED DURING 1960

COMMEMORATIVE
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CK-LIST FOR THE POSTMARK COLLECTOR
17. Europa (CEPT) 1960
Stam
1. Transport House, Lucerne 18. United Nations Day (on Fr.5.-.
2. Publicity Issue 1960
19. International Office of Education
3. New Automobile Postmark
20. World Metereological Organisation
4. World Refugee Year
21. World Health Organisation
5. New Definitives
22. International Telecommunications
6. Pro Patria 1960
7. Helicopter Flight23. International Labour Office
Vaduz-Zurich
24. Universal Postal Union
8/10. W.R.Y.Balloon Flightss Rapperswil (June
25. Pro Juventute 1960
Neuchatel (20/8/60) , Lugano (1/1 0/ 60
26. Day of the Stamp 1960
11/12.First Jet Flights, Zurich & Geneva
27. Bethlehem (Ct. Bern) 1960
13/14.New Airport Cancels, Zurich & Geneva
28. Ski Championships Murren
15 . Children' s Village Balloon Flight
16.Centenary of Les \Terrieres
C
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LONDON GROUP Hon. Sec. Mrs.E.J. Rawnsley. YORKS LANCS GROUPS Hon.Sec. A. Gullis,
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * [
3, Boweed Road, Elland, Yorks.
ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION
The 'Highsted' Silver Cup was won by
*
Te are very pleased to announce that *
Mr.Gosling with a comprehensive entry of
the Adjudicators for our Cup Competi- *
postmarks arranged in groups as per
tion on Wednesday, April 12th, will be *
Emmenegger to 1882 and continued on similar lines up to 1914. Beaten by a very
DR. K. STRAUSS - well-known to many & *
short head came Mr.,Highsted's
MR. J. SIMPSON - of Wanstead & Layton**
Stamps',
with many used on cover or card,
stone P.S. *
including
an apparently unlisted large
It is hoped that there will be a good *
single
c.d.s.
of 'GORGES duTRIENT' on a
selection of entries - of 6-10 sheets *
printed
stationery
card of 1884. In third
each. Postal entries to the Hon. Sec.*
place
was
a
nice
display
of 'Miniature
by Monday, 10th April, please.
Sheets'
by
Mr.
Robertshaw.
Other entries
This is always a most interesting *
included
Railway
Stamps,
Tell-Boy,
Landevening, so do come along and seewhat i *
scapes,
Definitive
issues,
Proofs
and
and how, other members collect.
Essays, and Historical issues. Although
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
this
competition is open to all Helvetia
The 'FILM SHOW' held on March 10th was
members
in the North of England, even
a big success. There was a good attendance though not
actual members of the Group,
of members and visitors and. Mr.A.J.Hardng, it was regretted that no entries were
who arranged the evening, provided excell- received by post. Will eligible members
ent enertainment in the form of 6 short , try to remember to 'have a go' next year?
films, 5 of which were in colour, and all
On February 8th a combined displeywar ---complete with sound accompaniment, covergiventohWakfildP.SbyMesr
ing various aspects of Swiss life and enGullis, Strowlger, Gosling, Robertr&
chanting glimpses of the magnificent scenpy Highsted. The field covered was very
One showed the fun and thrills of a winter wide & included Postal Stationery, Pro
sport holiday; another covered many hundJuventute, Miniature Sheets, Standing
reds of miles by car from Basle right down Helvetia & U.P.U.
to the Engadine. 'Alpine Roundabout' falAlteration_inprograEaLg The next
owed the route of the Rhaetian Railway, a
meeting, on April 8th, will be the AGM
marvel of engineering with its 111 tunnels, and not per Syllabus. On the same day
480 bridges and vcaderful views. On the
the Group will decide on its entry for
lighter side another gave a background to
the ISidebottom Trophy', competed for
the handkerchi.ef industry of Appenzell.
by all philatelic societies in Yorkshire
Never did 2 hours pass so quickly. For Each year a different subject or group
some there were brief glimpses of well
of countries is selected, and not often
loved places, while others, we hope, will
is a Swiss entry eligible. This year,
be inspired to visit this Land of Delight. however, entries must be on POSTAL HISTORY of any part of the world, but must
NEW AIRMAIL CATALOGUE TO BE ISSUEDg
Information has been received that the, include some original research. The
Schweiz. Aerophilatelisten-Verein will be Group invites members to bring along orC Apr.8th, either complete entries of 20
publishing a new airmail catalogue at the
sheets, or a lower number with a view to
end of April, at a pre-publication order
making
a combined entry. ,
price of Fr.10 (+ allowance for postage).
A copy is being ordered for the LibNUMBERS ISSUED - 1960 ISSUES
rary but anyone wishing to have a personal
The following figures have just been
copy should apply to the Schweiz. Aerophil. released, by the P.T.T.
Ver., Hofwiesenstr. 114, Zurich 6/57(Post1111219.111112.1222-22E!!
check-konto Zurich VIII 51817). The edit10 c. 30,050,032 50 c. 5,539 9 201
ion is limited, so do not delay.
20 c. 17 9 130,288 75 c. 2,471,951
Pro Patria_1221g

J. S. AR ,v/ STONG

1!I

for all issues of
STAMPS
SWISS

1whose popularity continues to increase
lilYou cannot do better than complete your
!collection now ... before prices rise
still further.
Want lists for Stamps, covers and other
-items of philatelic interest will receive
ATTENTION
PROMPT

00

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
Morecambe, Lanes.

5 - 0. 2,394,725 30+10 o. 1 1 401,915
10+10 0. 4,335,377 50+10 c. 1,496,286
20+10 c. 3,539,84 1

5

Jubilee Miniature Sheet
438,700
Fr. 3.Service Stamps ONU surcharcred 'Armee
mondiale du refugie'
682,285
...
20 c.

50 0.

...

668 9 685

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS FOR MARCH
CAUX

CELERINA/SCHLARIGNA antersonneSommersenne.
iMORCOTE - Lago di Lugano
Toggenburg - Ruine Iberg
WATWIL
•••••■•■•••■•••••

PRESIDENT:

Han. Treasurer:
( MR. A.J. HARDING, 11
3 31, Somerset Way .1
Iver. Bucks.
No. 4

Hon. Secretary & i ditorz
MRS . E . J . RAWNSLEY I^ ^i
” 3 2, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.
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Hon.Exchange Pkt. Supt;
M.R. J.H. SHORT,
4
115, Peppard Road.,
Reading.
Caversham.
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THE SECRETARY WINS THE CUP AND MR. R. L. CHRISTIAN GAINS THE 'RUNNER-UP' PRIZE

The 6th Annual Cup Competition, which was held on Wednesday, 12th April, deviated a
little from plan. To our great disappointment no entries were received this year from
the Yorks/Lancs Group - we wonder if this was due to justifiable apprehension regarding material entrusted to the registered post these days! As a result there was a
lower number of entries than usual and this consequently narrowed the competitive field.
.Fortunately there was sufficient material to exercise the powers of the Adjuâicatorss
Dr. K. Strauss, who is very well known to members, and Mr. J. Simpson, of Wanstead &
Leytonstone P.S. In due course they announced the results as follows:
Cup Winners MRS. E. J. RA NSLEY - for an entry on 'THE ,PROVISIONAL ISSUES OF
SWITZERLAND', giving reasons for the issues,
differing types of overprints, flaws,
varieties etc.
Runner-ups
MR. R. L. CHRISTIAN - of Lincoln - for an exceptionally well present
-ed entry on ' RAILWAY STATION CANCELLATIONS' a
new and interesting field of collecting. (The
stock-book, awarded as second prize has been
forwarded),
Highly Commended: MR.E. LIENHARD -- (London Group), for a detailed study of the
'GRIMSEL DAM', with particular reference to
the doubling of the '20'.
Other entries covering a wide range of subjects, included 'The Growth of the Air44.1', 'Standing Helvetia', 'The Post Office in Switzerland', 'Miniature Sheets', 1 5c.
._lterViaducn'StgHelviaPrf.'
Dr. Strauss gave a brief criticism of the entries, with some helpful hints for future occasions. Competition entries, in his opinion, should always be especially mounted, thus allowing the maximum scope for presentation, an important feature in competition work, although he and his co-adjudicator had placed originality high in their
assessment.
Mr. Simpson endorsed these comments and added that possibly the section on 'Condition
could be amended. Where entries consisted solely of mint stamps they should be perfect, and, therefore, this might be better taken in conjunction with some other aspect. Also, in the case of an adjudicator like himself who, although interested in
Swiss stamps, did not specialise in them, the idea behind the entry was not always
immediately apparent and he suggested that a small card might be attached giving brief
details.
The Chairman, Mr. E. C. Slate, thanked the Adjudicators, on behalf of all present,
for coming along and undertaking this onerous task, and said he was sure the criticisms made would be of great value when preparing entries for future competitions.
Members then had an opportunity of studying the entries in detail and to have a general discussion. During the judging suggestions were put forward for next year's programme and this will be finalised and published as soon as possible-.
The next meeting, on Wednesday, May 10th, will be the closing one of the season..
The programme will consist of 'MEMBERS' DISPLAYS'. Mr. J.J.E. Eusebio will open the
proceedings with selected material, followed by Mr. E.C. Slate, but other contributions will be welcome.
-- - o O o ---
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THIRD ISSUES
No. 78C 10 cts. RED - Box (harrow)perf.
Bys W. R. Morrison
Cloud over 87 of 1875
109 H/line top R. over frame
Small H. str. below bottom L. frame
Small dot on pole
Two small dots on top L. corner
159 Dot in cross
Small H. str. below bottom L. frame
10 Dot at F of Florian
H. broken line thro' L. frame below
60 Dot on top L. corner
VERSELLE thro' L. hand
Small dot in cross
Spot in ET of Grasset
110 Blob below frame at Grasset (in some
V, str. in top of 0 of 10
cases)
Small o below 7
Two small strs. below 10
Small V. str. before 1875
160 Small str. thro' frame btw. D and
Small dot below wires & postage at R.
Florian
frame
Dot R. of arms at frame
Small H. str. on L. shoulder.
11 Retouch under Grasset and Florian
Two dots in clothes over 90
Two small H. strs. low L. in tab.
61 Small dot in cloud below I of Univ..
Small dot btw. LIN of Union
Str. at bottom L. corner
Star - spot in cloud
111 Spot over globe at L. frame
Small str. in 7 of 1875
Retouch below Grasset
Spot in 2 E of Universelle
161 Small dot on neck
Dot on R. shoulder
Line at L. frame L. of J.
Str. below betty. 00 of 1900
. 12 Dot in cloud under J.
Dot on R. hand
Small dot under hyphen
H/line from bottom L.corner 9 over R.
62 Dot high btw. 19 of 1900
hand to R. frame
Small dot in 5
to be continued ...
Dot top L. of L. of L'Union
Small str. bottom L. at 0 of 10

104
154 Tab. open at top L.
Small dot in 5 of 1875
5 Spot high on pole
Dot btw. eyes
55 Dot high in 2 N of Union
105 Str. thro' ON of Union
Ret. in bottom frame from Grasset to
Florian
155 Ret. under Grasset
6 Two small dots over 9
H/line from L.frame in arch thro' wing*
to R. frame
56 H/line from scroll to 0 of 10
Dot before Florian
*
106 Dot in L of Florian
Figure under 1 of 10
156 Small dot in shawl
1*
H. h/line below top R. corner to R.
*
frame
7 Dot on globe; H/line thro' 0 of 10
57 Small H. str. on top frame over UN
Union
H. h/line on forehead
*
107 Small dot high on U of Jubile
Small dot below wires and Postale at *
R. frame
157 Two dots btw. 1 and 2 wires
Two dots btw. 2 and 3 wires
8 Dot in frame R. below S after Florian
Spot below frame at bottom L.
58 Dot on R. hand; Two dots in cross
108 Small dot after Union
Small dot over frame and L'U of L' Unio
158
9 Dot on hyphen
Dot R. of R. insulator
59 Two H. h/lines over frame & DE L'U
Figure in clothes over 5 of 1875

I*
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We are pleased to announce
books of interesting RIILWAY
CANCELLATIONS are now ready and two of
them are already making the rounds.
Will Collectors who have not yet contacted us please let us know if they
wish to receive Approvals.
* * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * * *

KILO

MIXTURE

A further limited supply of material,
which proved so popular after our last
advertisement, is again available. As
before it contains a large percentage of
Historicals and even some Fr. 3.-, 5.& 10.- values, with commemoratives also
included.
REAL BARGAIN OFFER - 23/6d. per lb.
plus 1/6d. postage & packing
*j
Please note that as supplies are
somewyat restricted we must still ration*;
clients to 1-lb. of mixture per month *
NOW!.
SEND
S 0
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *!
We should like to thank the many
Members of the Society who visited our
Stand during 'STAIPEX' and sincerely
hope we may have the pleasure of meeting again next year.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR

LTD.

(H. L. Katcher)
P.T.S.

B.P.A.
27, Westbury Road,
London N.12
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IE Swiss
D IONEE' AIR MAIL Issues OF 9 3
(Semi-Official Stamps)
By Fred V. Loeliger
(Re-printed, with permission, from the American 'HELVETIA BULLETIN', April 1954.)
The average Swiss collector, unless he uses one of the specialised catalogues, has
never heard of nor seen, any of the Swiss Airmail Semi-official stamps. Although I
have been collecting Swiss stamps since 1910, it was only in 1945 that I became
'Pioneer-minded'. During my stay in Switzerland in 1946. 1 attempted to obtain some of
the 11 stamps of this type that were issued. I soon found out that they were very
difficult to obtain, and in fact many dealers had nothing to offer. A study of the
Zumstein Catalogue showed me that the amount printed of each issue was quite small,
and in some cases not even available, the listing showing only the amount of mail
carried. The unique quality of this type of issue, combined with its limited availability, was all the spur required to interest me in this fascinating phase of Swiss
philately.
The largest issue was the Bern Pioneer stamp, of which 13,000 were sold. The smallest, of which about 900 covers and cards exist, was the Laufen Pioneer stamp, which
was issued for the Laufen-Solothurn Flight of Sept. 28, 1913, for which a total of
only 3,000 stamps were printed,
At the International Congress in 1933 it was ruled that the Swiss Pioneer stamps
of 1913, having received an official cancellation even though privately printed, must
be considered senioff icial stamps.
This is not true of the vignettes of 1924 and
- bsequent issues of similar type. According to a ruling of May 23, 19249 so-called
official airmail stamps being sold to the public by organisations sponsoring 'Aviation
Days' are not considered as postage stamps by the postal authorities. These stamps
have no franking value and their sale by Post Offices is prohibited. From this the
collector can reason that these vignettes do not have the philatelic interest characterised by the Pioneer issues because thoy were printed and sold to partially coyer the
cost of airmail flights by committees sponsoring them. In the case of the 1913 Pioneer issues, the stamps were issued by the organizing committee with approval of the
postal authorities and the money collected for these stamps represented the airmail
fee. (In addition to the airmail fee regular card of letter postage in current Swiss
stamps was required), These Pioneer covers and cards were cancelled by the Post
Office with special postmarks for each aviation day, and after their use these special
cancellers were given to the Postal Museum in Bern for storage. The money collected
from the sale of the Pioneer issues was ultimately given to the Swiss National Military Aviation Fund by the committee that sponsored them.
Because the Swiss postal authorities had no interest in the collection of the airmail fee, cards or covers slipped through without the Pioneer stamps affixed. Such
items are scarce and rarely seen to-day as they were generally destroyed by the repients who mistakenly thought such covers would have no postal value.
In the case of the Lugano flight, for which about 4,000 stamps were issued, there
were actually 7,000 pieces of mail carried. Of these about 3,500 paid the special
aviation fee without receiving the Lugano Pioneer stamp. One w uld think under the
circumstances, that finding such a cover or card without the Lugano stamp would be
easy, but on the contrary, it was many years before I was able to find one. The reason is obvious, the people who received them destroyed them thinking they had no philatelic value.
Not all catalogues list these Pioneer issues; however, since 1948 the Swiss BIELA
Album has included them and, as a result of this, there has been a good demand by
collectors in Switzerland. It is my opinion that the Swiss Pioneer Airmail stamps
will prove to be the classic issues of the 20th century. The Lugano stamp has already become a rarity, while the values of all have steadily increased, as can be sew
by a comparison of catalogues of say 1947 with those now current.
For the benefit of those who do not possess either the Specialised Zumstein or the
Swiss Airmail Catalogue issued by the Swiss Aerophilatelic Society, I give a complete
description of the issues, as follows:
AAR&U (Z.No.l). Issued in connection with the flight Aarau-Olten and Lenzburg, April
6, 1913. Pilots Oskar Bider. The 50 c. stamp, blue, brown & yellow,
shows the upper tower of Aarau with plane. Total issue 10,000, printed in sheets of
50 stamps in 5 rows of 10 stamps each. Sold about 4,500, balance disposed of later,
4,400 pieces of mail were flown. Franked mail with the following cancellations:
Postal card. with special black (metal) cancellation
H
Ir
rl
tl
11
"
blue
"
blue (rubber)
fl
11
11
It
11
11
violet
to be continued ...
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SLOGAN POSTMARKS - MarchZA.ril
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. iHYSPA 1961-=Thun 1
Mustermesse Basel - Basel 2, 13,III-25.IV
ALTERATION IN PROGRAMME
Europa-Woche 1961 Zurich -Bern 1, Basle 1.
The Meeting on 6th May in Bradford is
1
Zurich 1, Winterthur 1 9 St. Gall 1(to 30. IV)
cancelled. In its place there will be an
Semaine
europeenne 1961 Zurich Neuchatel
open SWISS STUDY CIRCLE at the Convention 1
1, Delmont 1.
of all Yorkshire Philatelic Societies on
Settimana
euro
pea
1961
Zurigo-Bellinzona
L
Saturday, 27th May, at the SNAPETHORPE
Eivna
d'Europe
1961
Zurich
St.Moritz
1,
SECONDARY SCHOOL, WAKEFIELD, from 6 p.m.
p.m. Members will display & explain a -7 FOGA Neuchatel - Neuchatel 1 to 14. V.
wide range of Swiss material of all periods Besucht das Verkehrshaus der Schweiz in
and Mr.L.Moore will act as Discussion Lea- Luzern - Luzern 2 to 6.V in daily rotation with other slogans
der. The Group's entry in the Postal HistEuropa-,Voche
1961 - Biel/Bienne 1.
ory Competition will also be on view. All
Luzern
2 (to 29 .V)
collectors are invited and the Group exSemaine
europeenne
- Lausanne 1, Fribourg 1,
pect new members as a result of their effort
Settimana europea 1961 - Chiasso 1.
Eivna d'Europa 1961 - Chur 1.
At the Group's Annual General Meeting
on April 8th the following Officers were
.AUTOMOBILE POSTMARK
appointed:
Auto No.3 Bern,50 Jahre PostwertzeichenChairman:
MR. E. MYERS
+
verein, Bern.5.III
Vice-Chairman:
MR. J.N. HIGHSTED
"
No.3
Basel,Mustermesse
15-25.IV.
Hon. Secretary:
MR. A. GULL'S
No.2
Zurich,Sechseilluten
16-17.IV.
Hon. Treasurers
MR.J.A. EASTWOOD
1961
"
No.2
Zurich,Europa-Woche
Librarians
MR. H.W. ROBERTSHAW
20-34 V
Publicity Officers
MR. L. MOORE
NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELSTranslators:
(MR. U.J.F. GOSLING &
erland
GRUENINGEN - Zf.±cher
Ob- Histor{
MR. L. MOORE
isohes
StRdtchen
Hon. Copyist:
MR. J. WALKER
KUEBLIS - Ferien in Parsenngebiet
Representative - Hoherkurort
SCH?ELLBRUNN - 972
MR. R.C. TYR ,ZAN
Yorks.Phil. Assn.:
im Appenzellerland
SYLLABUS 1 61-62
OFFICES & CANCELLATIONS
All meetings will be held at the resSPECIAL
World
Chionshiu. For the
idence of Mr. J.N. Highsted, 4 Park View
Ice H 6okey
opening and closing matches special
Road, Heaton, Bradford, on Saturdays at
cancellations were used in Geneva:
2.30 p.m.
1961
GENEVE - CHAMPIOi1NATS DU MONDE DE HOCKEY
Oct. 7 NEW ACQUISITIONS - All Members
SUR GLACE 1961 - MATCH D' OUVERTURE 2.3.61.
Nov. 4 CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY - Mr.F.Myers
MATCH FINAL 12.3.61.
-do- -doDec. 2 TELL BOY - Joint Study
International Automobile Salon Geneva.
1962
Jan. 6 ALL LANDSCAPE ISSUES - Discussion 31st annual exhibition was held in the
Leaders Mr. R.A. Hoyle 'Palais des expositions' in Geneva from
Feb. 3 PROPAGANDA POSTMARKS - Discussion 16th to 25th March. This year a special
Leaders Mr.J.N.Highsted post-office was in operation & a dated
cancellation used reading 'Genbve,Salon
Mar. 3. ANNUAL COMPETITION FOR HIGHSTED
(CUP international de l'automobile'.
Api. 7 NORTHERN GROUP A.G.M.
May. 5 OPEN STUDY CIRCLE at Convention
For all requirements of..
of the Yorkshire Philatelic
Association in HULL.
STAMPS
SWISS
Jubilee issues
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS (Contd) ...
Strubelis
Verkehrshaus Transport House)jder
Schweiz in Luzern. The special post office
Airmails
will be open from 20 May to 30 Sept. and 11". R
Retouches
'M
will use a cancellation similar to that
- Miniature sheets
of last year.
Standing Helvetia
S
Tete-beche
&
Sport,
T
HYSPA - Exhibition on Hygiene
Rayons
R.
Bern 18th Z2ay - 17th Ju1,y 1_61. Postal i'
Out-of-the-way items
facilities will be available from 8th May O.
New issues
N.
- 22nd July (in the interests of exhibit-I
Good service
t G.
ors). A special cancellation will be
SEND TO . ° °
used for showing the HYSPA symbol (as on 11
14, Low Lane,
the Publicity stamp), and the inscription
Torrishelme,
Morecambe, Lancs.
rBERN- HYSPA 1961'.
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15th Year

PRO PATRIA 1961
The following details are now available regarding this year's issue of stamps,
which will be available on 1st June, 1961:
The 5 c. stamp symbolises the purpose. of this year's National Day collection,
which is intended for Swiss cultural works. The other four values terminate the
series, on 'Minerals, rocks & fossils' which was begun in 1958. 90% of the proceeds
^from the extra charge goes to the above collection. The remaining 10% is intended
for the Swiss Association of Home Nursing Organisations.
5 + 5 c. Swiss cross, book of history with symbols for time and eternity - one
Engravers
colour, blue. Designers Hans Schwarzenbach, Bern.
Karl Albrecht Bickel, Jnr. 9 Walenstadtberg.
10 4. 10 c. Fluorite - 4 colours% blue-green 9 pink,
These fo'r values are
orange-grey, grey
designed by N .klaus
20 + 10 c. Petrified fish - 3 colours: red, bluishStoecklin, Riehen.
grey, grey
30 + 10c. Lazulite - 4 colours: orange, green-blue, J
light yellow, grey
50 + 10 c. Petrified fern - 3 colours blue, yellowishbrown, grey
Printers & Process: 5 c. rotary recess by Stamp Printing Office PTT, Bern
10 9 20 9 30 9 50 c, rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-deFonds
(vertical
format)
5 c.
24 x 29 mm.
Stamp size:
(horizontal format)
10-50 c.
29 x 24 mm.
21
x
26
mm.
5 c.
"Picture Sizes
26 x 21 mm.
10 - 50 c.
5 c. white postage stamp paper without mixture of fibres
Paper:
white, slightly coated paper with red and blue fibres
10 - 50 c.
)

No. of stamps per sheets

50

4 sheets Nos. 1 - 4)
5 c.
10 - 50 c. 2 sheets (A & B)
The stamps will be on sale in all post offices on 1st June, 1961 9 until 31st
August, 1961, and from the Philatelic Agency PTT and mobile post offices from 1st
June to 31st December, 1961. Collectors who wish to prepare material for firstday cancellation can obtain the stamps as early as 29th May through the Philatelic
Agency.
The special postmark, designed'by Emil Hotz of Zurich, will depict the fluorite
It will be used exclusively on mail cancelled by the
crystals of the 10 c. stamp.
Philatelic Agency on 1st June.
The Swiss National Day Committee are again issuing a special envelope with a
vignette of the 10 c. fluorite crystals. The price (without stamps) is 30 c. and
it will be on sale from lst May through the PTT Philatelic Agency and branches of
the Swiss National Day Committee.
It should be noted that this Committee no longer issues National Day cards.

No. of sheets e r form cylinders

-0 0000 00
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NEW STAMPS

FOR LIECHTENSTEIN
On 30th May a most unusual and attractive series of 5 stamps will be issued
depicting the medieval 'MINNESINGERS'.
The stamps will be printed in 6 colours
and details are as follows:
15 Rp. HEINRICH von FRAUENBERG:(ochre, oryellow, vermillion, grey-blue, black
and gold)
2 5 Rp. ULRICH von LIECHTENSTEIN (chamois,
lemon-yellow, carmine red, bluegrey, black and gold)
35 Rp. ULRICH von GUTENBERG (lt. sepia,
yellow-orange, red-brown., greyblue, black and gold)
1 Fr. KONRAD von ALTSTAETTEN (lt. olive,
yellow, red, blue-grey, black
and gold)
1Fr.50 WALTHER von der VOGELWEIDE (lt. greygreen, lemon-yellow, lt. red, dk.
blue, black and gold)
Designs: From the original manuscript
Process: Heliogravure
Size:
Vertical format: 26 x 36 mm.
Papers
White, slightly coated, with
brown and green fibres
Sheets: 2 sheets of 20 stamps ea. Noss 1&2

ESSEX ASSOCIATION

MAY 1961
CONVENTION

.•.

Held under the auspices of the
Wan stead & Leyton. titone P.S. ` at, ..Winstead
on 29th April,,this was attended. by a
large gathering. Among the many very
fine exhibits, from member Societies
mention should be made of the Swiss
items, notably those contributed by Mr.
E. Lienhard of Chelmsford, who showed
National Fete & Pro Patria issues, also
a detailed study of the 20 c. 'GRIMSEL'
(entered in the Stokes Cup Competition)
and one showing various types of cancels
on cover in the 'Individual Competition',
the subject for which was Postal History. The Ilford. P.S. having been invited to display 3 frames, one was devoted to Swiss pre-stamp covers illustrating various types of cancellations.
Congratulations must go to our
member, Mr. L.E. Stiles, who edited the
Convention Handbook, acclaimed as one of
the best ever to be produced, andti-rhioh
contained a number of most interesting
articles on Essex Philately.

SWITZERLAND
3 RARE ITEMS

At the same time 2 further stamps in the
new definitive series will be issued:

ALL
SUBJECT UNSOLD

5 c. Church at Bendern broom-olive

40c. View from Schellenberg - grey-green

Designer:
Process:

Prof. Josef Seger, Vienna
Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier
S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
Horizontal format: 36 x 26 mm.
As above
4 sheets of 25 stamps ea. (A -D)

1854 STRUBEL 40 Rp. (Z.26Aa-SG 30).
UNUSED. Full margins, fine fresh
colour and clear relief. Slight age stain
Superb copy of one of Switzerland's
rarest stamps - rarer than the Double
For the 'Minnesinger' stamps a very
Geneva!
Stated to be finest copy of
striking first day cancellation in antique
this
stamp
on the market for 40 years.
script will be used this reads 'VADUZ ITEM
With
Mo
ser-Raz
Certificate.
AUSGABETAG 30.5.1961' and has an elaborate
x,250
FOR
A
TROPHY
°.',INNING
COLLECTION
letter 'M' in the centre.
1843 ZURICH 4 Horizontal Lines. Mint
copy with almost complete original
gum and full margins all round. Very
fine copy of this great rarity. : ith
THE 'MINNESINGERS'
0
Moser-Raz Certificate .. ONLY
The name given to a class of lyrical
1874 HOTEL POST BELALP No.l. Very fine
poets who lived in Germany in the 12th copy with large margins all round,
13th centuries. Most were of noble descent. on cover addressed to Prof. Huxley,
Not unlike troubadours they led a wandering London, N.W. Cover also carries 30 Rp.
life, dwelling at the courts of the princes, Sitting Helvetia, properly cancelled
composing and singing lyrical verses and the 'Brigue 29.VI•74', Basel Transit mark
They were popular about
attendant music.
& London arrival postmark. With Moser1150-1250, chiefly in Bavaria and Austria.
..
Rgz Certificate ..
Ull,
Their poetry was called 'courtly song'
** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I
(höfliche Gesang), and was written mostly
Although these offers may lead clients
in the Swabian dialect of the Middle Ages
to believe we cater for advanced specContests were held by them,
High German.
ialists
only, this is not the case. We
such as the one described by ' tTagner in
can
help
in any stage of collecting, be
'Tannhauser'.
it early beginner or advanced specialist
Please let us have your Wants List
I
The most famous Minnesinger of all was
for
singles, sets, rarities etc. & they
Walther von der Vogelweide, while others
will
have our immediate attention.
not depicted on the stamps were Tolfram von
TiiE 2IATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
Eschenbach. Heinrich von der Aue, Gottfried
PTS
(H. L. Katcher)
BPA .
yon Strassburg and Neidart von Reuenthal.
27 Westbury Road London. N.12.
,
Sizes
Papers
Sheets:

t
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THE Swiss RIO\EE AIR4IL ISSUES OF
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1913

By Fred V. Loeliger
Part II
Continuing the list of the semi-official Pioneer Airmail Stampss
BASEL (Z.No.2).
Issued for first 'S`ISS AIRMAIL BASEL-LIESTAL', March 9, 1913.
Pilot: Oskar Bider.
The 50 c. stamp, light blue, shows an
alpine panorama with Bider's plane.
Issues 10,000 printed in
sheets of 18 stamps, 3 rows of 6 stamps each.
Sale on date of flight 5,030.
5,800 cards & covers were flown
Postal card with special blue or violet cancellation.
BERN (Z.No.3).

Issued for special flight BERN-BURGDORF, March 30, 1913. Pilots
Oskar Bider.
The 50 c. stamp s brown-red on rose paper shows a
silhouette of the city of Bern with plane. Total issue unknown;
stamps sold on date of flight 13,000 9 balance disposed of later. 13,141 pieces of
mail were flown. Printed in sheets of 20 stamps in 4 rows of 5 stamps each. Mint
stamps may be found in both brown-red and blood-red colour.
Postal card with special violet cancellation.
BURGDORF (Z.No.4),Issued for first flight BURGDORF-BERN, March 30, 1913.
Pilots
Oskar Bider.
The 50 c. stamp, designed by Ferd. Schott, Jr.,
dark green on white paper or light green on coloured paper, shows
scenery near Burgdorf and plane.
Total issue unknown; printed in sheets of 20 •
—stamps, 5 rows of 4 stamps each.
Sold on date of flight 2,940, balance disposed of
later. 2 9 765 pieces of mail were flown.
Flown cover with special violet cancellation.
HERISAU (Z.No.5). Issued for Second Swiss Airmail Flight HERISAU-NIEDERGLATT, March
31, 1913. Pilots Charles Favre. Printed in sheets of 21 stamps,
in 3 rows of 7 stamps each, by '?`;alter Marty & Co., Herisau. Total
issue of 1O,0O0,sold about 5,000; 1,300 sold later, balance destroyed. 2,170 pieces
of mail were flown. The 50 c. stamp s blue on white or grey paper shows a plane over
Herisau. The Committee had engaged for Easter Monday the Pilot-Instructor at
Habsheim-Vithlhausen s Bobby Zuest of Heiden, but due to bad weather and an accident
to the pilot, the flight had to be postponed to March 30th. The pilots Favre and
Taddeoli were engaged for March 31, 1913. The mail was carried by pilot Favre who
was scheduled to fly to Geneva. He was forced down at Niederglatt from where the
mail was forwarded through ordinary channels. (The writez's research work at the
Archives of the Swiss General Direction of PTT Library and Documentation Dept. Dr.
Robert Paganini Collection)..
Flown cover with special Flack cancellation.
"LANGNAU (Z.No,6). Issued for the flight from LANGNAU to BERN, May 4, 1913. Pilot:
Oskar Bider. The 50 c. stamp, violet/light yellow s showing a plane
in the clouds) was designed and printed in sheets of 36 stamps, 6
Bern issues 4,032 of which 2,050
6 stamps each by Armbruster Stikine, Bern.
rowsf
were sold, 300 destroyed and 1 9 700 held in the Archives of the Feldschittzengesellschaft Langnau (Shooting Society), never to be sold. 1,800 pieces of mail were flown.
Flown cover or card with special black cancellation.
LAUFEN (Z.No.7). The 50c. Laufen stamp, green s showing the Bern Tower in Laufen
with plane, was issued in connection with the LAUFEN-SOLOTHURN
flight s September 28, 1913. Pilot: Th. Borrer. Total issue; 3,000
printed in sheets of 50 stamps, 5 rows of 10 stamps each, by G. Fentzling, Solothurn.
There are 5 distinct types in each sheet of 50 stampss Type is thin 151; Type 2s
robust '5' but bottom of the figure '5' slightly pressed in; Type 3g right half of
'0' thin; Type 4: both '5' and '0' robust; Type 5: '0' on right top of figure
pressed in. About 900 pieces of mail were flown.
Postal card or cover with special violet or blue cancellation.
LIESTAL (Z.No.8). This stamp was sold for 30 0. 9 and shows people admiring Bider's
plane in flight and was used for the first airmail from LIESTAL to
RBEINFELDEN, Apr. 27 9 1913. Pilots Oskar Bider, The stamp was
designed by the artist Otto Plattner and printed by Luedin & Co., both of Liestal.
They were issued in sheets of 6 stamps in 2 rows of 3 stamps each, Total issue
3 9 800 pieces of mail
3,800 were sold on date of flight s balance later.
5,000.
were flown. The stamp exists in light-brown and olive-yellow and in dk.brown & yellow
Flown cover with blue cancellation on light-brown & olive-yell w
r
►
it
on dark-brown & yellow stamp
(To be continued)^
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LONDON GROUP: Hon. Sec. Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley.

THE CLOCK-T0'.VER OF BERN

The closing meeting of the current season
eat is probably the
consisted of 'MEMBERS' DISPLAYS'. Having
most famous clock-tower in
brightened the room with a number of very
Europe is shown on the 60o.
colourful and attractive Pro Juventute
value of the new definitposters, MR. J.J.E. EUSEBIO opened the
ive set.
proceedings with a talk on the aims of the
It is not known.for
Pro Juventute & National Day Committees
certain when the first clock was inventwhich included many interesting facts. (( It
ed, many countries have claimed its
is proposed to publish his notes in a future creation, from the Chinese, many years
issue of the N.L.). A display of the
B.C., to the Germans in the 11th cent.
In Bern the tower itself dates from
National Day stamps was included.
MRS. A.HERZBERG showed selected sheets,
1191 and was part of the old city wall.
The clock was constructed between 1527
commencing with the Pioneer Airmail Labels
and 1530 by Caspar Brunner, whose workof Sion, Solothurn, Herisau, Lan nau and
shop was situated in the tower, and
Bern (the latter on a flown card). Flight
where
his old forge is still preserved.
propaganda labels of the later period were
also shown.
At each hour a whole series of
mechanical figures perform. About 2
The Chairman, MR.E.C.,SLATE produced some
minutes to the hour a cock on the left
very choice items, commencing with a superb
side thrusts out his neck, crows and
Basle Dove; Geneva stamps including a nice
flaps
his wings, and this is followed
example on cover, and some fine Rayons.
by
a
parade
of bears (the city's tradAmong other unusual items was a Gordon
itional emblem) moving in a circle at
Bennett Balloon cover of 1922.
the base of the clock. A jester at thE.
MR.L,E.LI STER also showed a number of
top then rings a pair of bells, one
sheets, including the entry on the '1900
with each hand, after which Father Time'
U.P.U.' which won him the 'Butters Cup' for
advanced collecting at 'ruorthing. Excellent on a central throne, inverts the hourglass held in his right hand, counts
hand-drawn illustrations emphasised the
off the hour with a sceptre held in his
points of interest. (Incidentally we hear
left hand-, while he mouths the count at
that Mr. Lister also recently won 2nd & 3rd
the same time. At each count a lion
prizes in other competitions - congratulatstanding on the right turns to look at
ions!).
Father Time, while at the very top the
Following these displays a final selectKnight von Thann, wearing golden armour,
ion of sheets was made for the invited disstrikes the hours with a hammer.
play from the Helvetia Society at the
Middlesex Federation Convention at Hounslow
SLOGAN POSTMARKS FOR MAY
on May 13. Four members contributed materia Internat. Graphik Grenchen - 17.V-22.
to give a fairly representative display: Mrs. VII 1100 Jahre Langenthal - to 24.VI
E.J. Rawnsley - pre-stamp covers: Mr. J.H.
Jeder Schweizer ans Eidg. Feldschiessea
Short - Rayons & Strubelis 1850-1858; Mr.E.G
- Zurich 1 & 22 to 27.V.
Slate - Commemorative & Pro Patria issues,
Eidg. Feldschiessen - Tag der Schitze `
including miniature sheets, also service
- Burgdorf & Interlaken to 27.V.
stamp issues; Mr. G.W. Daglish - air-mail
Fete romande de Gymnastique - Fribourg
to 9.VII
covers.
The Secretary visited Hounslow, and even 1 Courses de Chevaux Morges.
Festa dei Fiori Locarno - to 20.V.
so far from home, found a number of old
friends enjoying a very worthy philatelic
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS
occasion. The Helvetia display was given a i No.3 Zug, 50 Jahre Philateli stenverein
most prominent position, and it was interesti
29.IV.
ASSU
ing to note that second place in the Bishop {{ ' No.3 Bellinzona - Centenario 6/7.V.
Cup Competition went to Hounslow P.S. for a
very fine study of the 'Zurich 4' stamps.
STAMPS
A number of Swiss items were offered in the
SWISS
auction and there was keen bidding.
There is no sign of any slowing , up
in demand, and this is bound to result
The Secretary will be away on holiday for a in shortages and higher prices
fortnight from June 10th, Any correspondence
Fill those empty spaces in your
received during that period will have
album N 0 W - while stock are still
immediate attention on return.
available.
Send your Wants List or ask for
18. CONGRESS OF THE 'ASSOCIATION DES
selections on approval: all periods...
PEDIATRES DE LANGUE FRANCAISE, GENEVA'
covers ... miniature sheets, etc. ...
Mail posted during the Congress, from
RJ S
0 /1/C'
c(,
15-18 May, will be franked with the datestamp 'Geneve, office temporaire'.
14, Low Lane,
Torrisholme, Morecambe, Lancs.
...
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Notes read by 1.r. J.J.E. Eusebio at a London Croup Meeting
When I first came across the term 'semi-postal' - I believe in the book by the
Williams Brothers, published in the Pelican series some 3 years ago - I wondered
-hether I had hit upon the 'seamy side of stamp collecting. You can imagine how
relieved I was to discover that this particular type of stamp is one that fulfils
two function ss it is not only evidence of the amount of postage paid, but also a
receipt for a donation to charity, for although it is as a rule sold at the Post
Office, the price, in addition to the amount required for postage, includes a surcharge, the proceeds ofwhich are then handed over by the Postal Authorities to the
charity concerned.
Several countries claim to be the originators of this'particular method of collecting money for deserving causes. A glance through a recent stamp catalogue gives at
least a score of countries that have exploited the field. The country to break the
ice in this respect was Holland which, in 1906, issued a set of 3 stamps of large
horizontal format and were on sale from Dec.23, 1906 to Jan.3, 1907. They were sold
by the Post Office at double face value, the extra money realised being given to the
Society for Prevention of Tuberculosis. At about the same time Roumania issued sets
of stamps portraying the Queen (also well-known as the writer Carmen Sylva), at
various activities, such as the spinning wheel, weaving loom, and assisting a woundai
soldier, which were sold with a surcharge devoted to the various charities under the
Queen's patronage. Even then the idea was not entirely new, Portugal since 1889 haying issued Public Assistance stamps. These bore no nominal value, the purchaser re'-leiving a quantity of stamps commensurate with the size of his donation and on specified days in the year it was compulsory to affix these stamps to letters, in addition
to the ordinary postage stamps. Failure to do this resulted in delay in delivery.
The 1926 issue of these stamps portrayed Florence Nightingale.
Thus Switzerland with the 'Pro Juventute' at first, and subsequently with the 1st
August yearly issues, were not really pioneers; they are, however, unique in their
consistency, there having been now nearly 50 consecutive yearly sets of 'Pro Juventute' and wer 20 1st of August sets. Although the Pro Juventute were the first to
adopt the postage stamp as one of their methods of raising revenue, the 1st of Augu3L
Committee are really the older Swiss institution. Last year they completed half a
century of existence, whereas the Pro Juventute foundation, as we know it today, way
founded 2 years later, in 1912,
Now for a brief historical review. It was way back in 1890 that the Swiss Parlia
ment resolved it would be appropriate to commemorate the 600th anniversary of the
Foundation of the Swiss Confederation (1st August 1291) in the following year, i.e.
1891, with a solemn celebration to be held at Schwyz. This is the township in Central Switzerland, which is not only the capital of the Swiss Canton of the same namo,
one of the three original Cantons, but the one to give the country its names Schwyz Schweiz, and also the flag.
This central, official celebration of the birth of Switzerland at-Schwyz was kept
up in subsequent years, but it was soon felt that a more general way of expressing
gratitude and unity with the past was called for. So in 1899, on the instigation
of the Foderal Government, it was directed that on the evening of the 1st August
each year, between the hour of 8.15 and 8.45 p.m. all church bells were to be rung.
This general pealing of bells then became the signal for the lighting of the bonfires on the mountainsides, which haye such a deep significance for the Swiss peoplo,
as they were one of the pre-arranged signals for the uprising against the Austrian
Emperor in the year 1291.
Continued overleaf ...
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It was a St.Gall merchant, however, who first thought of the necessity of collecting funds with a view to helping to give greater solemnity to the 1st August celebrations and giving any surplus to deserving charities. It was recognised that some token
should be given to donors in exchange for their contributions and an artistic postcard was agreed upon for this. Arrangements were then made by a specially constituted 1st August Committee with the Swiss Postal Authorities for this special postcard
to bear a printed postage stamp, and to be sold in Post Offices, the amount in excess
of the usual postage to be handed over by the Post Office to the 1st August Committee.
Thus the first postcard was put on sale for 1st August 1910. This was a reproduction
of a painting by the Artist Richard Schaupp, entitled t Guardians of the Fatherland Pro Patria'. The sale realised the then handsome amount of Sw.Fr.30,730 (about
E1,200 at the ruling rate of exchange). As this was considered a success the experiment was repeated in subsequent years, sometimes more than one postcard being put on
sale. The best yields were the two post-war years of 1918 and 1919, when Fr.141,135,
(about E5,600) and Fr. 100 9 285 (about E4,360) respectively were realised, results
never again equalled.
Despite the improved proceeds the aftermath of the First World War also brought
more demands on the patriotic generosity of the Swiss and it was felt that some
other means must be sought to increase the revenue. The choice this time fell on a
badge. From the year 1923 onwards, along with the postcards ? a specially designed
badge has been placed on sale on 1st August. The first badge brought in Fr.144,160
(about £6,000). This yield has steadily expanded, reaching in 1959 Fr. 618,032
(about £50,000 at the present rate of exchange).
Once again, during the depression years of the 1930's the Committee were forced to
the conclusion that the yearly collection no longer sufficed to meet the steadily
mounting demands for assistance from deserving causes, and yet a further devise for
bringing in revenue was sought. This time tho choice fell on a postage stamp. This
was really nothing new, as the first postcard in 1910 had a printed stamp, and later,
in 1916, a suggestion made to the Postal Authorities for a patriotic postage stamp
was turned down. This time the request met with favour and, was approved. Thus at last
on 1st August 1938, the first stamp, representing Tell's Chapel on the shore of the
Lake of the Four Forest Cantons, was put on saleg face value 10c 10c surcharge.
The design was by Hans Th3ni, in
photogravure by Courvoisier, on
chalk paper, without watermark,
with blue and red silk fibres,
and smooth or ridged surface,
the latter being the more valuable variety. The sale of this
stamp, with its appeal on behalf of the Swiss abroad, realised. Fr.248,142 (about E14,000).
At first the Pro Juventute
organisation helped with the
sale of 1st August stamps. It
A SAVING OF 2/6d. IN THE £ ON 99% * OF ALL ITEMS
was feared by the organisers
LISTED IN OUR CATALOGUES IF YOUR ORDER REACHES US
that, whereas the Pro Juventute
BETWEEN
12TH
were recognised by the public
19TH & AUGUST
JUNE
as a deserving social institutWith Swiss prices rising more & more NOW is the
ion, the 1st August Committee,
time to fill gaps before the usual autumn price inwith its constantly changing
creases
- not only at present prices but substantappeals on behalf of different
ially
below
them!!
patriotic and charitable causes,
might not prove as popular. But
* On a very small number of items the Summer
these fears proved largely uncount cannot be allowed but the material thus affect;
founded and with the advent of
ad will causo little disappointment to the average
A list will be furnished on rogue
the Second World War in the
Collector.
second year of this special
to order early as the large ..
stamp issue, the sale of these May we ask clients
.. influx of orders may cause delays I
stamps, just as in 1914-18 with
the Pro Juventute issues, leapt
THE INDISPENSIBLE AID TO YOUR COLLECTION
up and the 1st August stamps
OUR 1960/61 CATALOGUE
established themselves in the
Only 7/9d. plus 6d. postage
favour of the Swiss public, as
also of the more widespread
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
philatelic public outside the
PTS
(H.L. Katcher)
BRA
narrow confines of Switzerland..

I

(To be continued)
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Conclusion
LUGANO (Z.No.9). The 25 c. Lugano stamp, a horizontal rectangle on white paper
with the words 'Lugano 1913' and 'Pro Aviazione Nazionale' (For
National Aviation) is the least attractive of the Pioneer issues - but the most valable. They were printed by the Societa Typografica, Lugano, in sheets of 10 stamps
in 5 rows of 2 stamps each. Total issue 4,100. 3,385 stamps were sold and the Baalance returned to the Committee after the flight had taken place. For this reason
3,625 pieces of mail for which the 25 e. fee was charged were flown without the special Lugano stamps. Total items flown: 7,000. The Lugano stamp was issued for the
flight from LUG1TO to MENDRISIO 9 June 8, 1913. Pilot: Attilio Maffai. There are 5
different types of Lugano stamps in a sheet of 10 stamps
Flown cover with special black cancellation
n
n
11
11
}}
blue

SITTEN (SION) (Z.No.1O). The 50 c. stamp Sitten, carmine, printed on both glossy and
dull paper, showing the city of Sitten with plane, was used in
connection with the flight SITTEN-SIDERS, May 18, 1913. Pilots Oskar Bider. Printed
by P. Pfefferle, Sitten, in sheets of 10 stamps in 5 rows of 2 stamps each. The stamp
was designed by A. Martin, Arden. Total issue: 4,000; sold: 1,600, destroyed 70,
balance sold later. 1,500 pieces of mail were flown.
Flown cover with special violet cancellation, glossy paper
dull

SOLOTHURN (Z.No.11). The 50 c. Solothurn stamp showing a plane over a church, redbrown and white, was issued in connection with the flight SOLOTHUP.f
to T7EISSENSTEIN, August 17, 1913. Pilots Th. Borrer. The stamps were printed by G.
Fentzling, Solothurn, in sheets of 50, in 5 rows of 10 stamps each. Total issue unknown. About 1,700 stamps were sold at the date of the flight, the balance liquidated
later.
Flown cover with special violet cancellation.

**
THE 1913 OLTEN PIONEER STAMP -

A VIGNETTE OR ESSAY?

The Olten Pioneer stamp was printed for the flight from Olten to Oensingen, May 5,
1913, which did not take place due to the accidental death of the Pilot Ernst Rech.
He was killed on a flight from the Pilot School Dabendorf to Langenthal, where he was
an instructor. A special cancellation was prepared by the Postal Authorities 'FIRST .
AIRMAIL OLTEN-OENSINGEN MAY 5, 1913' and about 5-6 postal cards were mailed on May 5,
1913 by regular mail which received the special cancellation. I have a postal card
my collection which was addressed to F. Liechtensteiger, Basle (postal director)
which has the Olten vignette and the special cancellation mentioned above. Some time
later the Committee made arrangements with the Pilot Th. Borrer for a scheduled
flight on August 31, 1913. The pilot after inspecting the flying field declared it
unsuitable and the flight was cancelled a second time.
J. Tribelhorn of Herisau reported in an article published in the 'Swiss Stamp
Journal', published Nov.11, 1947, that the Olten Pioneer stamps, never having received the official cancellation, could not be considered as semi-official stamps
in accordance with the terms of the International Congress of 1933, and must be
considered as vignettes.
Mr. Werner lang-Buergi reported that from the original engraving a printing of
sheets of 4 stamps was to be made. Contrary to the listing in Sanabria they were
printed as follows:
1st trial essay - blue-green and light yellow .. 16 stamps
.. 24 stamps
- light green and white
"
2nd "
.. 32 stamps
dark
green
and
white
"
"
3rd
The .(ten Pioneer stamps were to be printed at the last minute, after positive
assurance that the flight would take place.
I was fortunate to pick up a copy of all three of the above-mentioned trial essays.
In addition I have a cover with a black Olten stamp from the original engraving,
which was used by a member of the Committee, but no details as to the origin of the
black Olten stamp is known to me.

***
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YORKS LANCS REPORT - Continued

3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.

Every year the 20-odd Societies which
comprise the Yorkshire Philatelic Association compete for the Sidebottom Trophy
and the Beith Cup (Runner-up). Every year
a different subject or geographical area is
set, so that not very often is a Swiss entry
eligible. Last year it was 'The mericas',
next year' l Australasial, and not unnaturally
there is a leaning towards British or Commonwealth issues. However, it is gratifying to
note that on each of the three occasions when
eligible, awards have been gained by Swiss
entries.

JUNE 1961

Past Chairman of the Group, Mr. G.G.
Heaps, was elected. President of the
Yorkshire Philatelic Association, whose
indefatigable Secretary is Mr.F.Myers,
the new Chairman of the Group.

)

From the above report it would seem
that our Northern Group have been very
busy indeed, and have been doing noble,
work, not only on their own behalf, but
also on behalf of 'Helvetia'.

Our heartiest congratulations to Mr.
Moore on winning the Beith Cup. We
shall hope to have an opportunity of
In 1957, when the subject was 1 Thematics', seeing this unusual material at some
our member Mr. R.A. Hoyle of Halifax won the time in the near future. CongratulatSidebottom Trophy with his delightful exhibit t ions also to Mr. Heaps on becoming
of Swiss Alpine Flowers, and in 1958, the
President of the Yorkshire Phil.Assen.
subject being 1 19th Century Europe', the Beith
E.J.R.
Cup went to Mr.L. Moore for his Silk Threads.
HELVETIA CUP COMPETITION 1 61
This year the subject was 'A Postal History
Readers will remember that we deStudy of any period, with a strong emphasis
on originality', and at the Y.P.A. Conventicn plored the complete absence of entries
from the Yorkshire Group. It appears
at Wakefield on May 27th, the Yorks/Lancs
that Mr. Highsted's Hotel Stamps, hayGroup were delighted to learn that their 20
ing
won the Group's own competition,
shoot entry of 'The Ship Posts of Lake
were selected for entry, but unfortunMaggiore' had won the Beith Cup. Although
ately the date coincided with that of
there are 4 specialist societies in the
the competition of Mr. HighstedIslocal
Y.P.A., 'Helvetia' is the only one ever to
Society, the Bradford P.S. However we
have won an award.
are happy to learn that he won the
The entry was mainly from Mr. Moore's coll- Bradford Society's 'Kauffmann Cup' ,and
ection, with a little augmentation from Herr it is possibly more gratifying when a
Nussbaum of Basel, but at a special meeting I Swiss entry wins an award in a general
of the Group, all members helped by select- society competition.
ion of material submitted, and by considered MEDEVA CONFERENCE ON LAOS
advice on arrangement and presentation, so
Mail posted during the period of the
that it was truly a Group effort.
International Conference on Laos, openThis success undoubtedly helped the attend- ed on 11th May is franked 'Geneve,
ante at a Study Circle meeting later in the
office temporaire' and also bears an
evening, when two new members were definitely additional cancels 'Geneve, office
enrolled, and several others are likely to
temporaire, salle du Conseil general'.
come along next session. At this open meeting Mr. Moore, acting as Discussion Loader, * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
extolled the attractions of Swiss collecting,* Many societies have a summer break
in their philatelic activities but
gave a brief resum6 of the history of
this quieter time can be usefully
'Helvetia' and introduced the members, each
employed in assessing the progress
of whom showed a section, so that Swiss
made in your Swiss collecting.
material from the 15th cent, right up to
June 1st, 1961 - the P.T.T. coloured 'handIt is a time to plan the lines of
out' of the new 'Bundesfeier' stamps could
research work to be done l new side
be displayed.
lines to be taken up, or to fill
any remaining gaps.
Mr. Moore covered Postal History and the
early stamps, followed by Mr. Highsted with
For the latter send me your WANTS
Sitting Helvetia. Mr. Tyreman showed and
LISTS for prompt attention.
explained Standing Helvetia, while Mr. Gos- *
For the former let me send you
ling, the Group's expert on these issues,
APPROVAL SELECTIONS to meet your
*
gave a short paper and display of 1900 U.P.U.
Mr.Robetshaw dRilyStamps,Mr. requirements: Postal History ..
Gullis the Tellboy issues, and Mr. Eastwood * Standing Helvetia .. Airmails ..
Miniature SInoets .. Commemorative
his Airmails. Mrs. Myers displayed. Swiss
WRITE NOW TO:
Covers, etc.
Heraldry, and Soldier Stamps were shown by
Mr. Myers. Mr. Hoylds pressed opine flowers *
J. S. ARMSTIT7177
were on view and supporting material includ- *
Torrisholme,
14, Low Lane,
ed Hotel stamps, Miniature Sheets and P.T.T. *
Lancs.
Morecambe,
********
Museum publications.
* * * * * * *
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By J.J.E. Eusebio
Now for a few short notes on the yearly issuess
.
In 1939, the second year, the single stamp was repeated. In these first issues
we have the 1:, atriotic motif. The design is of the Castle at Laupen, and served to
remind the Swiss of the famous battle of 21st June 1339, in which 5,200 Bernese
under Rudolf von Erlach, assisted for the first time by 900 men of Wtaldst ,tten, •
overcame an Imperial army composed of 15,000 men of foot and 3,000 cavalry in one
of the most sanguinary encounters of history, lasting some 1 2 hours. This common
ordeal was to seal the friendship between the feudal, aristocratic city of Bern and
the predominantly agricultural (peasant-farming) Swiss of the early Confederation
of 7 Cantons in the year 1353. The sale of this stamp brought in Fr.274,813, only
a slight increase on the previous year. The designer was Paul Boesch.
By the time the third issue was due, World War II had been unfolding around
Switzerland, which had been completely surrounded by the dictatorship powers. The
needs had grown and the time was right to emphasise Swiss determination for resistance. Hence for 1940 a set of 4 stamps was decided upon, i.e. 5+5c., 10+5c., 20+5c.,
and 30+1Oc., depicting the monuments of outstanding feats of Swiss resistance to an
invaders the Battles of Sempach (1386), Giornico 1478) and Calven (1499); and also
Les Rangiers, during the. 1914-18 War. There was also a miniature sheet. The artists
were Carl Liner (5c.), Bernhard Reber (10 & 20c.) and Charles L'Eplattenier (30c.).
The sale was a record Fr.748,014 for the Swiss Red Cross. It was not until 1953
that this figure was bettered. ;Whereas the previous issues had been horizontal, this
time a vertical format was used.
The year 1941 was the 650th anniversary of the foundation of the Swiss Confederation and it was only natural that for such an important occasion the two stamps
decided-upon should portray, an the lO+10c. value a relief map of the territory of
the first 3 Cantons to form the Confederation, i.e. Uri, Schwyz and Unterwald.en,
situated around the shores of Lake Lucerne, with their respective arms, as well as
the Swiss shield. The other value, 20+10c., showed the "Hollow Way" (die Hohle
Gasse) with the Chapel built over the spot where, according to legend, Wilhelm Tell
felled the tyrant Gessler, who was pursuing him. This time, and for the next 10
years, there was a return to the horizontal oblong format. The artists were
respectively Paul Boesch and Charles L'Eplattenier. The amount realised was about
half that of the previous year, i.e. Fr.410,113.
In the following year, 1942, we come down to subjects of more'local interest,
the 10+10c. showed an old world view of Geneva, on the occurrence of its 2,000th
anniversary, while the 20+1Oc. showed the monument erected on the Forch, near
Zurich, to the Swiss militiamen who died in the First World War. You may rightly
ask here how did Swiss die in the first world conflict when they fought no battles.
Well, most of them fell as victims of the 'flu epidemic which spread among them when
they were mobilised late in 1918 to deal with a general strike which paralysed
Switzerland, especially Zurich. A miniature sheet was also issued. The total
collection showed a considerable increase. over the previous years Fr.600,885.
The artists were Albert Yersin and Oskar Rdegg.
By way of contrast, in 1943, the subjects were one from the Italian speaking
southern Switzerland, the picturesque village of Intragna, and the other from the
German-speaking part, the Federal Government building in Bern, the Swiss Houses of
Parliament. The values were the same as before and the artists Albert Yersin and
Paul Burkhard. The proceeds, however, were down by as much as they had increased
the previous year, bringing in only Fr.442,227.
-
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This fall no doubt induced the authorities to increase the number of values to
4 in the following year (1944) 9 the number at which they then remained until the

1950 issue.
Historic buildings were taken as subjects: The Chapel and farmstead
at St.Jokob-an-der-Birs (the scene some 500 years earlier of a heroic encounter between the Swiss and the French troops of the Emperor); the castle at Mesocco, an
outpost in the Southern Alps; the Basle Minster, and the village of Heiden.
This
enterprise showed its own reward inasmuch as the revenue increased to Fr.543,436.
The artists were Oskar Ri'tegg (Heiden) ; Willy Koch'(St.Jokob), Andreas Juon (Mesocco)
and Paul Artaria (Basle).
For the year 1945 and for the next 4 years, there was a complete change of subject s
with a series of Swiss homesteads for 3 of the values and some typical Swiss trades
for the lowest value; this was meant to symbolise the Swiss people in their peacetime life.
Thus for 1945 we have the silk-weavers and farmsteads of the Jura
region, the Emmenthal and a half-timbered house of Eastern Switzerland. The next
year (1946) we have cheese-makers, and farmsteads from Vaud ; Appenzell and Engadine.
The year 1947 brought the centenary of the Swiss Railways and so it was appropriate
to mark this occasion by making the railways the subject of the issues the lowest
value shows permanent way gangers, and the others three typical railway stations,
those of Rorschach, L1en-Castiel and Fldelen (the last named having recently been

pulled down.
For 1948 and 1949 we return to the series, with respectively a frontier policeman
and a postman for the lowest values ; and dwelling houses in the Cantons of Fribourg,
Valais, Ticino, Basle, Lucerne and the Grisons for the others. In the latter year
the highest denomination was raised from 30c. to 40o. owing to a change in the
postal tariff.
With the advent of the 1950's s there was not only a change of theme, but also of
denominations and an increase from 4 to 5 values in the set, i.e. 5s 10, 20, 30 &
40c., with a surtax of 5c. on the lowest value and 10c. on the remainder. The theme
was now typical Swiss sports and customs, with a topical subject for the lowest
value. Thus for 1950 and 1951 the 5c. commemorates respectively the centenary of
the Criss postage stamp and the 6th centenary of the entry of Canton Zurich into
the Swiss Confederation s while the higher values portrayed such activities as tossing the stone, wrestling s running, rifle-shooting, village dancing, tossing the flag,
Swisgolf,theam HornuseadthblowingfeAphorn.
es the most important being the omissionn of the
In 19
5 2 there were further
1952
Swiss arms and the designation 1st August,
";********* *********3` `,,, ** ********* - ***
that had survived since the first issue in
*
'I
1938, while the solemn 'CONFOEDERATIO
._: eAv
HELVETICA' gave way to 'HELVETIA', as for
the ordinary stamps. This was done, we
are told, for graphical simplification,
and the wording Pro Patria was substitu- I
*
ip?
ted. Except for the lowest value, which
*
t
YOU HAVE ONLY UNTIL*?+
remained of topical interest, the general
*
**
*
subject of the issues became lakes and
**
*i
streams, the emphas s being on tourist
appeals with such picturesque landscapesas */
the Schtillenen Gorge s the slow-flowing
J . River Doubs, the foaming Maggie, ' the roman- *
tic lakes such as the Silsers e, Katzensee, * e
Margelensee at the Aletsch glacier s and
TO CLAIM YOUR
reaches of the Rhine, Rhone, Sarine & soon. **
This series came to an end in 1957, dur- *
ing which year the world commemorated the
*
the
;
Switzerland
Red Cross centenary.
home of the Red Cross founder s Henri
*
Dunant s could not but join in by devoting
the whole of the 1st August issue to this
**
*
ON SWISS STAMPS
theme.
*
Send S.A.E. for free 4-page special*
*
The following year saw the beginning of
*
offers list
*
*
*
the present series of minerals ; rocks and
*
fossils to be found in the Swiss Alps, a
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
*
multi-coloured series somewhat unlikely
P.T.S.*
(H. L. Katcher)
B.P.A.
to arouse philatelic enthusiasm.
Westbury Road, London, N.12.
*,<27 s
*
*
continued Page
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THIRD ISSUE:

No. 78C. 10 cts. RED - Box (Harrow) pert
Dot in shawl at L. frame
16 H/line from L. frame under 1875 and 1900
Two small dots R. of arms.
to bottom frame
Small dot on 2 wire at L.frame
66 Dot under U of Universelle
Small dot over wings
Small dot under 2 N of Union
Dot R. of 10
116 Dot in shawl on shoulder
Small dot over globe at L.
Small dot under wires and Postale
Dot R. of 5 of 1875
166 Small dot low before 7 of 1875
Figure thro' 8 of 1875
17 Small V. str. below hyphen
Small dot on pole at arms
Small str. thro' arms at R. frame
67 Spot in U of Universelle
Blob btw. globe & frame at level
Two small dots in shawl
of R. hand
117 Dot above btw. U and B of Jubile
Dot under L of Postale
Dot above globe at L.
Dot over ribbon
167 Small dot L. above 1 of 10
H. h/line below lower frame & cover 18 Dot before Florian
Small dot low at R. frame
Small str. in U of Universelle
L. frame damaged
68 Small dot over 2 wire at L. frame
Dot btw. 00 of 1900
Small dot on 3 wire
Dot outside L. frame at level of
118 Coloured blob in 1 0 of 1900
2 wire
Coloured blob under R of Universelle
Dot L. below 8 of 1875
168 Small dot L. above L of L'Union
H/line on forehead
19 Small dot T. above T of Grasset
Dot on pole above L. upper-arm
Small dot after D after Grasset
Figure on breast
69 Dot on top frame over 2 N of Union
Two small dots on R. upper-arm
Blob over top R. corner
119 Small dot low in
Small dot below L. elbow
scroll
Blob in cloud under
U of Universelle
169 Small dot over globe
Small dot in shawl
at L. frame
20 Small dot on pole
at arms
Small dot top L. in
tab.
70 Dot btw. 19 of 1900
Dot under wires and
Pas tale
120 Small dot top R. of
L of Jubile
Small dot over 1 wire
170 Thick diag. str.
down from cross
21 H/line from L. frame
thro' 10, lettering,
to bottom frame
Small dot on R.
shoulder
71 Small dot in cloud
under U of Universelle
Small dot under E of
Postale
121
171 Small dot btw. NI of
Union
Small V. str. in 7
of 1875
22 Dot over 1 wire
72 Str. R. below J
Dot on A of Florian
122 Small H. str. over
top R. corner
Small
dot on pole
172
above R. hand
Small dot over wings
(To be continued.)
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RECENT DOSTAL NEWS
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE, GENEVA
During the Conference, held from 7-29
June, a special cancellation was used in
the United. Nations Building, reading
'Geneve - Conference internationale du
travail'.
XXIV INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PUBLIC

JULY 1961

SWISS "SEMI-POSTAL" ISSUES (Continued
from front page)
So let us terminate with the thought
that thanks to the interest of philatelists the world over, the 1st August
stamps have become the great money
spinner for the organisers of the fund
in Switzerland. From the modest beginning of Fr.248.142 (about £14,000) in
1938 to Fr.1,045,111 (about Z80,000) in

INSTRUCO,GEVA
1959.
Held from 3-14 July at the Palais
But these stamps are not only a meanb
Wilson. Mail franked: 'Conference inter- of gathering in money; alongside their
nationale de l'instruction publique, Geneve'. rival issues for the Pro Juventute they
B.I.E. stamps used only on official corres- are a means of revealing to the world
pondence from the Conference or the Inter- at large something of Swiss thought and
national Bureau of Education, but not on
the Swiss way of life, as well as being
private mail.
a ready means of advertising the scenic
4TH CONGRESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL DIABETES beauties of that peaceful oasis in our
stormy world.
ASSOCIATION IN GENEVA
J.J.E.E.
This took place in the Palais des
Expositions, from 9-14 July. Mail posted
NEW AIRMAIL CATALOGUE
receivOicancela
'Geneve, officetemporair0 Publication appears to have been delayed. According to the latest advice
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELLATIONS
it was due to appear around the end of
The latest additions area
Juno, but so far no copies have been
received.
GRABS - im sohdnen Werdenberg
NgFELS - Historische Stgtte
'THE SWISS PHILATELIST' - the latest
issue of the Amateur Collector's exAUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS
cellent publication is to hand. In
Auto 2 Luzern, Internationaler Eisenbahn- addition to the usual features there is
Alkoholgegner-Kongress 5-7.VI
an informative article on the various
3 Langenthal, 71, Schweiz. Philatel- issues of the current high values, and
istenkongress
3 - 4.VI
also the first instalment of an article
3 Interlaken, CEI-Tagung 18-30.VI
on the Postage Due issues by one of our
2 St.Gallen, Kinderfest 27.6.1961.
own overseas members, Mr. J. Schumacher
3 Rheinfelden, XXI. Eidg, Pontonier- of Canada, which promises to throw much
9.7.1961.
wettfahren
needed light on a very dark subject.
3 Schaffhausen, Schweizerische Unteroffizierstage 1961 12-16.7.1961.
The three Vatican City Stamps
commemorating
S. Meinrad have been
SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS - May and June
issued and depict the Saint and the
Kreislaufschaden nehmen zu. Dein Herz 1st Abbey of Einsiedeln.
köstbar, pflege es. Solothurn, Zug, Zurich
The new 'Minnesinger' stamps
....
Les troubles circulatoires augmentent.
of Liechtenstein would appear already
Votre coour, cette merveille, soignez-le.
to be in short supply.
Lausanne, Neuchqtel
Operetten - Freilichtspiele Basel Are you holidaying in Lancashire?
Zigeunerbaron. Basel
Schweizerische Unteroffizierstage 1961
If so do not fail to look me up
Schaffhausen 16.VI - 16.VII and see how many items can be found to
Internationale Musikfestwochen Luzern
fill those remaining empty spaces ...
Luzern to 8.IX
Even if you are not going to be in
Son et lumi6re, Sion. Sion to 31.VIII
q
that part of the world it is equally
Rad-Weltmeisterschaften 1961 Bern
important for you to contact me for
Bern 16.VII - 3.IX
Rad-Weltmeistersohaften 1961 Zurich
ALL ISSUES OF SWISS STAMPS
Zurich 16.VII - 3.IX
Weltmeisterschaften Radball Kunstfahren
Remember the name:
St, Gallen, S. Gallen 16.VII - 9.IX
on alternate days with following:
Modestadt St. Gallen, Int. Pferdesporttage
St. Gallen 17.VII - 2.IX, alternately
with above
A
Fetes
de Geneve Geneva 24.VII 12.VIII
•■■■••■0111=

The following post offices are closed:
Riffelalp from 6.V.1961
Goesoheneralp from 30.IV.1961

10

and the address:
14, Low Lane, Torrisholmep
MORECAMBE, Lancs.
.. . .... .............
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Ti-I_ SWISS POSTAL AG ___.N CI .S ABROAD
bys E. J. Rawnsley
One aspect of Swiss philately about which only very meagre information exists
is that of the Swiss Postal Agencies Abroad, yet it is a subject worthy of study,
since it covers an important phase in the development of Swiss postal History.
Unfortunately relevant material is not easy to find, particularly nowadays, and may
to some extent ,account for the fact that so little has been written on the subject.
The following is an attempt to correlate such information as is available, with much
assistance from Emmenegger and an informative article published some years ago in
the 'Schweizer Briefmarkenzeitung'.
The Postal Agencies were established in territories bordering on Switzerland,
principally in Italy, but also in France, Germany, i.e. the Grand Duchy of Baden,
and Austria, in the 1850's in the days when means of communication, especially over
the mountain passes, was usually by 'diligence' (mail-coach)„ which carried passenThese mail-coaches, painted
gers and a certain amount of freight, including mail.
in the vivid canary-yellow which became the hallmark of the Swiss Postal Administration - a tradition extended to the modern postal coaches of today - were a familiar
sight a century ago and provided a stirring spectacle as they swept through the
valleys and towns. In winter they were replaced, in certain areas, by small convoys of sleighs, drawn by sure-footed horses, and contact with other countries was
maintained during even the most severe winter weather. Examples of these vehicles,
together with maps of the old postal routes and other. fascinating relics of the past,
are to be found in the Postal Museum in Bern.
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THE SWISS POSTAL AGENCIES ABRO 1 Continued from previous page
THE POSTAL AGENCIES IN ITALY
Although in Switzerland the mail-coach services were run by the Postal Authorities, ; this was not the case in other countries. Italy at this time was divided
into a number of States; there was war with Austria and political struggles which
led to the eventual unification of the country. North-western Italy formed part of
the Kingdom of Sardinia, where the Sardinian Railway Company and not the Post Office
was responsible for the conveyance of passengers and mail. From a financial angle
alone the Sardinian authorities were content to let the Swiss organise the mail
system over the alpine passes, even to the extent of paying them to do so. Indeed
at one stage the Sardinian Railway Company withdrew its interest altogether in
favour of a private company, the Merzario Agency of Milan, in order to ensure the
continuance of the service.
.

Various Conventions were worked out between the two countries, governing the
conditions under which Swiss vehicles were allowed to operate on Italian territory
and laying down rules for the care and conveyance of passengers and freight, although the opening of these agencies was not the direct result of any special legislation, they were merely set up as and when they were deemed necessary.
The agencies in Italy were by far the most numerous and important, as can be
seen from the accompanying map. During the period of their greatest activity there
was a total of 38 such agencies, situated along the postal routes served by the
Swiss administration and a few localities served by steamboats on Lakes Maggiore
and Como. Their decline was linked with the growth of the railway system in both
countries and can best be summarised as follows:
SIMPLON ROUTE: The oldest agency was opened in DOMODOSSOLA (or Domo d'Ossola)
in 18 49, and still exists in an amended form for the exchange of freight. In the
1850': the Swiss diligence service plied between Lausanne and Domodossola, crossing the pass at a height of some 6,000 ft. In 1864, by which time the railway had
been extended as fax as Sion, the Swiss obtained permission to extend the route to
Arona, at the southern end of Lake Maggiore, to enable travellers to entrain for
Milan. From Sion to Arona the coach took 24 hours. Agencies were established at
VOGOGNA and BAVENO (in 1861), ORNAVASSO and ARONA (1862), STRESA (1864), ISELLE
GRAVELLONA (1875).(opendi1864aonefthlsodiapern1920)d
With the extension of the - railway to Baveno the agencies at Arona, Stresa and
Baveno were closed down in 1883, since thereafter the mail-coaches no longer went
by way of Arona, but forked off at Gravellona to INTRA, which became the terminus
and an agency was established there, as well as at PALLANZA in 1883. In the latter
as well as CAJOBBIO, there was a registration office from 1871. Meanwhile the
railway reached Sierre in 1869 and Brigue in 1878, which was only 9 hours posting
time from Domodossola. The Italian railway system was also being extended, reaching Stresa in 1880 and Domodossola in 1890, as a result of which the postal agencies at Vogogna, Ornavasso, Gravellona, Pallanza, Intra and Canobbio ceased to exist
in 1888. Only the distance between Brigue and Domodossola remained to be covered
by road and the railway link was completed in 1906 with the opening of the Simplon
Tunnel.
During the period when the mail-coach ran to Arona the Swiss arranged timetables so that arrival in Arona coincided with the departure of the first morning
train to Milan, and departure from Arona was after the arrival of the last evening
train from Milan.
The Sardinian authorities undertook to pay to the Swiss Postal Administration
the annual sum of Fr. 4,000 payable in quarterly instalments. The Swiss, however,
were not exempt from the taxes imposed on vehicles operating in the Sardinian States,
assessed at the rate of 1 centime per horse and per kilometre of the route between
Iselle and Arona, i.e. 83 Km.
ST. GOTTHARD ROUTE: This route, possibly the best known of all, went from
Fluelen, at the end of Lake Lucerne, to Camerlata, about 5 Km. from Como, in 23
hours. Travellers arrived at Fluelen by steamboat from Lucerne and left by mail
coach at 4.30 p.m., reaching the St. Gotthard hospice at midnight, Airolo at 1.10
a.m., Bellinzona at 6.40 a.m., Lugano at 10.30 a.m. and Camerlata at 2.10 p.m. and
thence by train for Milan. From Bellinzona travellers could also go to Locarno or
Magadino, by boat to Arona and then by train to Milan.
In a Convention dated 28th August 1854 (ratified on 26th December 1854) it is
stated that daily exchanges of passengers and freight were to be effected at
Magadino and at Locarno where arrangements were to be made for transportation by
means of the mail-coach to Switzerland and by the Verbano steamboats or the railway
to Sardinia. (This, incidentally, is one of the very few references to the elusive
'Verbano').
To be continued.
,
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The War Board of Trade Issues of 1918
Bys Maurice Tripet
(Reprinted, with permission, from the 'Bulletin of the Helvetia Society, U.S.A.)
During the First World War (1914-1918) the Swiss Government found it necessary
to organise many new agencies, bureaus etc. that were not in existence in times of
peace. The creation of these agencies and bureaus resulted in a great increase in
mail and caused the Director of the Bern section of the P.T.T. to issue an order to
provide stamps for the 'War Board of Trade`.
According to Postal Rule 90, mail of the different Federal Agencies had to be
sent to the nearest P.T.T. office where the amount of postage was established and
charged to the corresponding agency. This meant the keeping of 70 separate accounts
for the Federal Post Office, Bundeshaus Bern, alone, and this enormous and continuous work often resulted in long delays in delivery of the mail.
The War Board of Trade of the Federal Department of Public Economics, one of
the above mentioned 70 agencies, was authorised to frank its own mail. This
authorisation was in the nature of a trial and as it proved satisfactory, this system
Wac +n
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Since this edition of than °HELVETIA NEWS LE I RC
went to press. we have learned e with very deep regret
of the sudden death on 15th August of
HR. L, L C6BO N
a raeiber° of long standing who had for many years 9 acted
as our Honorary Auditor.
Although indifferent health had prevented his
activeattendance at meetings for some tirs3 9 he va
always interested in the affairs of the Society, and we
shall miss him very much indeed.
E.V .R.
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Except at the P.T.T. Offices at Bern, Zurich, Basel and St. Gallen, the stamps
of these sub-sections were not cancelled officially; however, letters of the War
Board of Trade Agency were accepted at any post office. (Circular of the `iVar Board
of Trade, July 23rd, 1918 - Section 4).
Wile these stamps were not sold to the public, the Department of Public
Economics, because of the many demands, later sold them at 20% Over face, but only
in minimum quantities of 50 stamps of each value. The Ti centime value of the first
printing was not sold in this ;gay because all had been distributed.
To be Continued.
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NUMBERS ISSUED:
The following figures have been
released by the P.T.T.
Pro Juventute 1960
5 + 5 c.
.••
119933 9 000
10 +10 c.
9,288 9 287
20 +10 c.
...
6 9 658 9 298
30 +10 CO
•.•
2 9 059 9 660
550 +10 CO
.a.
2 9 304 9 698
;SERVICE STAMPS FOR INTERNAT. ORGANISATIONS
' Eurpoean Office of UNO - ONU
20 c. ... 4909700
40 c.
...
381 9 230
International Labour Office
20 c.
220 9 732
40 c.
...
2579572
World Metereological Office
20 c.
173 9 012
40'c.
1739926
...
World Health Organisation
20 c.
...
245 9 668
40 c.
1 779655
Universal Postal Union
180 9 510
20 c.
G..
40 c.
...
1819355
International Bureau of Education
20 c. ... 173
9 258
40 c.
179 9 519
International Telecommunications Union
20 c.
...
1849477
40 c.
...
202 9 334
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NEW SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
42e Comptoir suisse -Lausanne 2 to
24.IX
Mostra del francobollo - Locarno
1 to 24.IX
Septembee musical - Montreux to 30.IX
Basler Freilichtspiele 'Jedermann' Basle 2
Courses et concurs hippiques - Yverdon
to 19.VIII
Fete fèarale gymanstique a l'artistique Neuchatel 1 to 27.VIII
Braderie - Fete de la montre
La Chaux-do-Fonds 1
Herisau - Tagungsort Markflecken .
Interlaken - Quinzaine gastronomique 2-17 September 1961
AUTOMOBILE CANCELS
Auto 2 - Bern, Bundesfeier
l.VIII
Zug 9 Eidg. Schtving-und
Aelplerfest
12.13.VIII
"
Zurich,
Bundesfeier
1.VIII
3
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
AARBURG
BELP - Ausflugszeil im Gdrbetal
ENTLEBUCH - Ausflugszeil
FLIMS WALDHAUS - Sommer & Winterloxt
GUARDA , 1653 m.a.M.- Ruhe - Erholung
MELIDE - Lago di Lugano
t t GEN - Sommer + Winterkurort

IMPORTANT ADDITION TO THE SOCIETY'S
LIBRARY
The new SWISS AIRMAIL CATALOGUE,
CATALOGUES
comprising 214 pages, has been received.
The Swiss Aerophilatelic Society who
We are advised that the following will have produced it, are to be contratulabe published early in Septembers
ted on this excellent & much needed publication,
the last edition, which
1. Zumstein Catalogue of Postage Stamps
1949, being sadly out of dale.
appeared
in
of Europe 1962.
The
Catalogue
s clearly printed and
2. Zumstein SPECIALISED CATALOGUE Switzerland/Liechtenstein 1962 profusely illustrated 9 covers every
aspect of airmail history, from pioneer
3,
Small Zumstein Catalogue labels
& regular airmail stamps to
Switzerland/Leichten stein 1962
details of flights by Zeppelin, plane,
Steadily rising prices and the increas- balloon & rocket, all supplementary
ing number of stamp collectors stimulating
cachets & military airmails, and will
the demand for Swiss Stamps, have necessit- be invaluable to collectors of this
ated a complete revision and the new catafascinating branch of Swiss philately.
logues are awaited with interest.
Applications for the loan of this
book will be taken in strict rotation.
SPECIAL BALLOON FLIGHT TO AID THE BLIND
STAMP MARKET: Two items that are beTo mark the 50th anniv.heofSwiss
t
ing 'tipped' for the future are the
Assn. for the Blind, a balloon flight will
1960 World. Refugee Year pair & First Day
be made from Thalwil on 23rd Sept. Mail up
covers of the 1957 Europe stamps,
to 10 g. will be carried (excluding express which are unueua1 y scams.
or airmail) at a charge of Fr.2. Covers
**********a ***se at
****** * ***** ****
with valid stamps (or for foreign mail
tHOLIDAYS may come and go but your
accompanied by 4 Int. Rep. Coupons = Fr.2)
*Stamp Collection remains a permanent
should be sent to 'Postaznt Zurich 1 9 Brief- tsource of pride and pleasure.
versand' 9 the outer cover marked 'Ballon-•
tSEND YOUR TANTS LISTS to me for thoset
postflug' to arrive not later than Sept 21st textra items that will make yours outl
After landing the mail will be despatched
tstandings BLOCKS OF 4 ..VARIETIES .. t
from the nearest post office.
41COVERS .. SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS etc. t
A s-2ecial commemorative cancellation
will be used shoving a walking stick, the
\
(.?
letters 'SBV' (Schweiz, Blindenverbandes)
and date in centre, 'Thalwil' at top and
D
'50 Jahre Blindenselbsthilfe' round base.
14,
Low Lane, Torrisholme
Special covers will be available from
MORECAMBE,
Lancs.
the PTT Phil. Bureau up to 15th Sept. at a
cost of 30 Rp. each (without stamps).
** **********************cu*******X*****
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THE SEW f IIGI-IVALUE DEFINITIVES

As forecast earlier in the year the 3, 5, & 10 Fr. stamps of the 'Symbolic Motif'
series, in use since 1938, will be replaced on 18th September by 3 equivalent stamps •
plus a new 20 Fr. value intended for postage on airmail packages and parcels abroad.
The stamps have been designed by Miss Agathe Bagnoud, drawing teacher, of Grans-surSierre, Ct. Valais, resident in Bern, and depict the Four Evangelists, based on 15th
cent. woodcarvings, formerly in St. Oswald's Church in Zug and now in the Swiss National Museum in Zurich. Details are as follows:
3 Fr. MATTHEW, with the angel (lilac)
10 Fr. LUKE, with the bull (dk-brown)
5 Fr. MARK, with the lion (blue)
20 Fr. JOHN, with the eagle (or-brown)
Stamp sizes 28 x 36 mm.
Picture sizes 23 x 33 mm.
Designer:
Miss Agathe Bagnoud, Crans-sur-Sierre
Engravers
Heinrich Heusser, Oberaegeri
Printings
Rotary line engraving by the Postage Stamp Printing Office PTT, Bern.
Papers
White, with red and blue fibres.
No. of Stamps per sheet: 25.
No. of stamps per form cylinder: 2 (nos. 1 & 2)
The new stamps will be available at all post-offices from 18th September, 1961,
but until stocks of the current 3, 5 & 10 Fr. stamps are exhausted will only be
supplied on request. They will be available to collectors from the PTT Philatelic
Agency, Bern (postal cheque A/c 11,6456) mint or cancelled to order as follows:
Wertzeichenverkaufstelle PTT; Bern PTT; Bern 1 Annahme or Schweiz. PTT Museum.
A special firat day postmark is to be used, showing a cross between the letters
'IMML' 18.1X.61, with 'Bern' at top and 'Ausgabetag' at base.
A special envelope with suitable vignette, designed by Miss Bagnoud, will be
available from the PTT Philatelic Agency.

The following notes on the new stamps are provided by the PTT from the text by
Prof. Dr. Dietrich Schwarz, Curator of the Swiss National Museum, Zurich:
"The subject of the stamps is an apt continuation of the theme of the 1960 issue
of 'Outstanding Swiss Architectural Monuments', The figures are taken from a group
of four related woodcarvings dating from the last quarter of the 15th century. They
first adorned the church of St. Oswald at Zug; later they became. the property of
the Antiquarian Society in Zurich and are now in the Swiss National Museum in Zurich.
The four statues, carved in linden wood, measure about 16 inches in height and at one
time probably adorned the support of a retable. They still bear some traces of
gilding and colouring and were probably carved by the outstanding medieval sculptor,
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ISSUES, (Continued)
Ulrich Rossenstein of Lachen or a particularly gifted member of his workshop. The
book in front of the Saints is the Gospel. The symbols of the Evangelists - angel,
lion, bull and eagle - go back to the divine vision of Ezekiel and the Revelation of
St. John: originally these signs were attributes of Christ and later were referred
to the Evangelists. On the stamps the names are given in the Latin form, in
consideration of the four language groups of Switzerland.
3 Fr. - MATTHEW, whom most artists represent as a middle-aged, bearded man, shows a
youthful appearance in this carving. His symbol is the angel, who
is interpreted as being the embodiment of divine inspiration during the apostle's
writing of the Gospel. The artist has succeeded in imparting an intent expression
to the face, as if he were listening to the words of the angel speaking to him at
his side. Matthew wears a mantle reminiscent of a cope.
Fr. - MARK,, is shown as a middle-aged man. He is clothed in the typical lay-dress
of the late Middle Ages, with a fur-lined cloak, the so-called 'Schaube'
(cassock). The gesture of his right hand is that of a man who teaches, his left
hand rests on the book. His symbol, the winged lion (the lion of St. Mark) is
familiar to all those who know Venice.
10 Fr. - LUKE, who may be regarded as the scholar among the Evangelists and, besides,
had the reputation of an artist in the Middle Ages, is represented as
a venerable old man with emaciated and stern features. He turns over the leaves of
the book and is accompanied by the winged bull, his symbol. He, too, wears a kind
of liturgical vestment over his undergarment.
20 Fr. -- JOHN, As in most works of art of that time, the Evangelist John, the beloved disciple of the Lord, is represented as a handsome youth, whom.
musing face is framed by rich curly hair. He is clothed in a garment and mantle
falling in rich folds. The book in which he writes rests on the back of an eagle,
his attribute, who was interpreted as symbolising the soaring thoughts of the author
of the fourth Gospel and the Revelation.

URC-2,)PA

196

1
The stamps which the European Post Office Conference CEPT (Conference öuropeenne
des administrations des postes et des telecommunications) recommends its members to
issue each year at the same time and, if possible, with the same motif, will also
appear on September 18th. Meeting in London in March of this year, the representatives of several CEPT Administrations selected, from among 23 designs submitted,
one by a Netherlands artist, Theo Kurpershoek, and this has been adopted by Switzmu ::::•_•::::; c.3ss::!......:•s::s::t:•ulrlrt uv nr:i:su=svr ;n•,:.},rayss ...+d
r'^z
ib
erland. The detail s
* # * * * * * *
grouped to form A - Airmails
Designs Flight of
j M - Miniature sheets
a flying dove, as a symbol of
Approval service
`A
collaboration.
iiT - 'T 1 overprints
Values: 30 c. red & 50 c. blue
DesignersTheo Kurpershoek, Holland, adapted i E - 'Europa' issues
by Hans Thdni , of Bern. iiiii - United Nations etc.
EngraversKarl Bickel Jr. a Walenstadtberg.}R - Retouches & Varieties
Process: Rotary line engraving 4, C - Charity issues
Printers:Postage Stamp Printing Office PTT, 4 0 -- Oval cancels of Ticino
' ern. u., - Large selections available
29 x 24 mm.
Stamp sizes
League of Nations opts.
Picture sizes 26 x 21 mm.
11 E - Early issues and cancels
White y without coloured
Papers
Covers of all kinds
C
(fibres
No. of sheets: 4 (Nos. 1-4)
Thematics
T
No.of stamps p er sheets 50
0 - Official stamps
R - Railway stamps
The stamps will be available from postoffices and the PTT Philatelic Agency from ti L - Lost opportunities never recur
Sept.18 and will be used, until further
T - The market is still rising notice, in place of equivalent ordinary
D-ontdelaybuow!
stamps.
The above suggestions cover only a small;
A special first day cancellation will be
portion of our extensive stock. Let usl
used, showing the letters 'CEPT' in a
circle of 19 stars, with 'BERNE' at top and know your interests and we will arrant;
approval selection at suitable inter- 1
'Jour d'emissiön 18.IX.61' round base.
vat s.
As is customary a special cover has been
PTS
H. L. KATCHER
designed bearing a suitable vignette, by
t'.• al 27, Westbury
Road,
London
N.12
Hans Hartmann of Bern.
^

^

-

.,. Y^y:rrr:tr^,•••••••^^,••.yrn, •^ •+^s •^ mrr:nrr.::m°r.:re ,urm:tesaa<nor• •,• .•• . ^ •••r:n::tta+.at:v:nr.:c:c::e5:•
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190

23 Small dot below L of Jubile
Top L. corner damaged
73 Small dot in cloud below U of Jubile
Retouch in frame above Union
123 Dot on E of Postale
Dot in R. insulator
173 Blob over frame and L'U
Blob below bottom R. corner
24 Spot under U of Universelle
H/line thro' Postale to R. frame
74 Small diag. h/lines in cloud
V. blob outside R. frame at bottom
124 Blob over head
Dot low L. at 1 of 10
174 Dot outside R. frame at oak leaves
Blob under bottom R. corner.
25 Fine strs. L. below arch
Small H. str. below J.
75 Dot outside frame top R. at wires
H/lines thro' Grasset and btw.

181
32
82
132
182

33
83
133
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THIRD ISSUES
No. 78C
10 cts. RED - Box (harrow) perf.
Small dot outside R. frame below
oak leaves
Small dot top L. in sky under arch
H. h/line L. of U of Univ.
Dot below, btw. NI of Universelle
Blob on 1 wire
Blob in cloud over globe
Str. btw. UN of Union
Small dot in clothes over 5 of.1875
Small dot btw. 5 and hyphen
Small dot R. of L. forearm
Small dot R. of 10
Small dot outside R. frame at level
of ribbon
Dot R. of L. forearm
Broken line outside R. frame at level
of ribbon

183

34 Small o outside R. frame at level of

1875-1900

covers; Dot in scroll
84 Str. high in ribbon
Small dot over L. shoulder
Dot on pole at arms
Small dot in cross
134 Small str. btw. 3 & 4 wires near
L. frame
Spot in ornamentation low in tab.
Small dot in bottom R. corner
H/line in top R. corner
184 Small dot over LE of Postale
Dot in cloud
Small V. str. below bottom L. corner
Diag. H/line from L. frame over tab.
Dot
L. of J
and L. forearm
35
Dot L. of head
V. str. in S. of Universelle
85 Small H. str. over 18
Small dot under 5 of 1875
Small dot on pole above oak leaves
Small H. str. btw. 1 & 9 of 1900
Dot in L of Florian
135 Spot low in cross
Small dot L. of Universelle
Dot under 1 wire
185 Spot L. of value 10
Colour blob over frame and DE
Spot outside R. frame R. below Postale
Small dot in cross
Small dot on R. hand
36 Spot btw. 3 & 4 wires
V. h/line outside L. frame at bottom
Dot in Tab. L. below 10
86 Dot L. of 10
Small str. in bottom R. corner
Small spot btw. 3 & 4 wires
Dot L. of J
136 Spot under hyphen
Dot on 2 S of Grasset
Small dot btw. 1 & 2 wires below
Dot above 10
EL of Universelle
Dot at R, frame at height of R. hand
186 Small dot in J at R.
Diag. h/line from top frame thro'
LL of Universelle
37 Dot under 4 wire
Two dots outside L. frame L. below
Small dot under 10
Colour blobs in cloud over 1 wire
4 wire
87 Dot in clothes below shawl
Colour blobs in pole and L. arm
Diag. h/line on pole at lowest
Top frame broken over I of Jubile
insulator
H/line thro' Florian to 1 0 of 1900
137
Comet below wires and Postale
H/line thro' Florian to 2 0 of 1900
Small
dot L. of 1875
Dot R. below 1 of 1875
1
87
Dot
in
top L. of cloud below J
Small dot R. below 7 of 1875
Small
dot
btw. 2 & 3 wires
Dot on pole at L. upper aim
Dot
R.
in
1 of 10
38
Dot R. below 10 at 0
88
H.
str.
thro'
10
Dot top R. in tab.
Small
dot
on
arch
below wires at R.
Blob in cloud below U of Universelle
Dot
in
clothes
under
shawl
Diag. str. from bottom frame past D 138
Dot
at
frame
L.
of
J
188
to hyphen
Dot after 9 of 1900 at bottom
Top frame damaged L. of pole
H/line
thro' tab., 1875-1900 and
Small dot below 1 0 of 1900
39
clothes
Small dot in clothes R. of tab.
Blob below bottom frame
Dot over top R. corner
89 Small dot in 0 of 10
Small dot in 0 of 10
Coloured spots outside R. frame at
Diag. str. on 1 of 10
bottom
Blob over frame and ILE DE L'
139 Small dot btw. 3 & 4 wires over head
Two dots on pole over arms
Small dot under 4 wire
Blob below Postale
Continued over .

125 Dot over 0 of Union
175
26
76
126
176

27
77
127
177
28
78
128
178

29
79

.

129
179

30
80

130
180
31
81
131

.
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U.P.U. 1900 - Continued

45 Blob outside R. frame beside ribbon
95 H. h/line high after D of Grasset
189 Dot below wires at L.
Two H. h/lines below 9 of 1900
Small dot R. below 1 of 10
145 Dot on B. of Jubile
40 H/line in tab. H/line on R. hand
Dot btw. 1 & 2 wires below 1 E of
90 Small dot in N of Florian
Universelle
Small dot on R. shoulder
1 95 Small dot over globe
140 Small dot below wires and Postale
Dot on arch near R. frame
H/line thro' L. frame (btw. 3 & 4
46 Dot L. of head
wires) and top frame over 0 of
Dot below btw. T of Grasset and D
Union
H.
spots over top frame
96
190 Small dot in E of DE
H. h/line in L. frame at arms
41 Small star below arch and UB of
146 Dot R. of head
Jubile; Small dot before 10
Dot outside R. frame at arms
91 Small dot below U of Universelle
196 Two dots in tab. at foot of 1
Small dot btw. 1 & 2 wires
47 Small str. L. of face
141 H/line thro' L. frame and shawl
Dot outside R. frame level with Postale
Spot in cloud belowl of Universelle 97 Small dot on R. forearm
191 Two dots below bottom R. corner
Small V. str. outside lower L. frame
Small H. str. outside R. frame at 147 V. h/line thro' cross
bottom
Small dot on T of Grasset
42 Small dot in clothes at R. hand
197 Dot in clothes over 1875
level
Small dot below frame and GR of Grasset
Small dot R. below 0 of 10
48 Spot outside L. frame top L. of tab.
92 H. h/line thro' 875 to 1 of 1900
Small dot after D after Grasset
Small dot on top R. outer edge of 0 98 Small V. str. below hyphen
of 10
Small dot on R. forearm
142 Small dot over wings
148 Dot in R. insulator
192 Dot low in tab.
H. h/line from L. frame onto 18 of
Small H. str. below 1875
18 75
43 Dot in R. centre of 0 of 10
198 Dot btw. 3 & 4 wires R. of head
V. h/line outside L. frame from top
Dot L. of face
corner to wires
99 H/line L. of J
93 Curved broken line from 5 of 18 75
Dot under NI of Universelle
thro' frame below 1900
1149 Dot in L. centre of 0 of 10
V. str. R. of arms (some cases only)199 Strong curved line from L. frame thro'
1875 below Florian to 2 0 of 1900
143 Large blob in clothes above hyphen
Strong curved line in clothes over 1900
Thin h/line over 1 wire
50 .Spot over hyphen
193 Small dot in A of Postale
Spots outside L. frame
44 H. h/line thro' pole and R. frame
X100 'Spots over centre of 10
above arms; Spot on 0 of 10
Two small dots in cloud under JU
144 Small dot over AL of Postale
115 0 Small dot below frame and lowest cover
194 Bottom L. frame damaged
1200 Feather ('in hat')
Small dot in clothes near shawl
Small str. before 10
As stated previously, we do not propose, at this stage, to deal with the 25c.
blue, No. 79C, since this stamp is not available in sufficient quantity for a study
of this nature, but the information can be made available should anyone require it.
We are indebted to the 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung', in which the original
article was published, and it should be mentioned that the S.B.Z. have since issued
the complete study (German text) in booklet form, available from the publishers at
a cost of Fr.5. We also wish to thank Mr. W.R. Morrison of Glasgow for his
excellent translation.
ERRATA & CORRIGENDA
The following was inadvertently omitted:
150 Small V. str. from bottom
50 --77A (see Dec. 1958):
R. corner
100 Dot under 9 of 1900
200 Dot btw. IL of Jubile

77B see Aug. 1959): Heading should be 5 c. GREEN (not blue)
see Feb. 1960) s 30 Small dot OVER J
78B
86 White area in frame at top right
E N D
.... T H E

GOLDEN JUBILEE BALLOON FLIGHT FOR THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND
The PTT draw attention to an error which occurred in the S.B.Z. No.8 (August
1961), in which the cost of the special covers was inadvertently given as Fr. 1. A:
stated in the PTT Bulletin No.217 - and in the H.N.L. for August - the cost is Fr.
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D LSTR1 --y:LLE
, <RIEGSWI TSCHAf=T
Maurice Tripet
(Conclusion)
These stamps were demonetised on May 15th, 1919, and the Dept. of Finance ordered
them to be returned by all sections and sub-sections of the War Board of Trade, The
numbers returned were:

3 c.
5 c•.

9,664
4,5 88

Ti c.
10 c.

5,610
5,7 6 6

15 c..

8 ,244*
4,611
25 c.
20 c.
30
c.
4.9595
2,947
* includes the complete issue of 4,000 stamps - 2nd printing
These figures include both printings and both types of the Ti centime value.
On. June 28th, 1919, these returned stamps were put on sale to collectors at 20%
over face and by July 8th were sold out.
The 10 c. value of the 'thick' (second) printing saw very little usage and the
15 c. value of the second printi
ng was never used . officially. Therefore, any cancell
ation on the second printing of the 15 c. value is a 'favour' cancel and would be
dated after May 15th, 1919, ifit is a genuine cancel. This is alsö, true of stamps with
inverted overprints, even on official letters, some of which are in collections and
on the market with correct dates. According to the Chief of Service of the War
Board of Trade, stamps with inverted overprints were never seen and were unknown at
this office.
In 1918, when the stamps with thin and thick overprints were in service, a
suggestion for a new type of overprint was submitted by the Director of the War
Board of Trade. This was a circular overprint with the Federal Cross in the centre
and the words 'Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft' around it. This suggestion was made
because it was feared that the overprints in use were too easily reproduced as they
were made with common standard type, readily obtainable in every printing shop. The
'essays' in half sheets of 50 stamps were printed, therefore, 100 of each exist with
this round overprint. With the end of the war, the bureau ceased to function and the
round overprinted stamps were not needed, the'plates were, therefore, destroyed.
Many types of War Board of Trade postal station (envelopes) exist. These are in
many papers, but those with stamps imprinted do not have the overprint. It is
believed that only the 10-c. (Tell type) was used on such envelopes. In addition 4
printed postal cards were issued, two with the first and two With the second overprints:
thin overprint - 5,000 7?-ic. Type II) withthick overprint- 5,
Ti c. Type II) with
11"
- 1,000 10c. Tell)
"
u
"
10 c.(Tell)
Mixed franking on postal station exists with the first & second types of overprint.
NOTE: Letters with genuine overprints may be found with cancels after May 15th,1919
and others cancelled before on inverted overprints. No information is available
on the question of inverts with thin or thick overprints; so far the writer has seen
this only on the thin type.
It is as well to remember that the official cancellations are from July 23rd
to
May 15 1919, for the first or thin overprint, and from Sept. 3rd 1918 to
1918
May 15 1919 for the second or thicker overprint.
E N D
T H E

1960 DEFINITIVES -- DIFF.BENCES BETWEEN SHEET AND

L iw i

A/ A S4

COIL STAMPS

_J4S

V4)7

Nf00b
For the issue in sheets the 2 spots and line are as shown, for the issue in coils
they are missing. (Tete bejche as for sheets).
(Sketches prepared by E. Lienhard).
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Our member, Mr. J.J.E.Eusebio, has'•
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As announced in the slip included
last month's HELVETIA NEWS
LETTER, we much regrèt to have to
•
•report the death of
MR. L. H. OSBORN
who has been a member since 1951 and
has served as the Society's honorary
Auditor for most of that time.
A keen collector of Swiss stamps
he was always willing to help further
the aims and interests of 'Helvetia'..
A floral tribute was sent in the
name of•the Society and also an
s expression of sympathy to Mrs. Osborn.„

;: with

advised us that in connection with this
year's Congress of the European Movenpent
in Switzerland on 4/5 November, the highlight of the meeting will be the launching of mail-carrying rockets, for the
first time in Switzerland - an event (3f
philatelic importance.
The following details have been given
by the President of the Philatelic .Club
of Bellinzona; The launching will be an
experimental one over a distance of Ism.
5.5 (greater distance would be too ccstIr)
and will be the first such experiment
tried in Switzerland. It is hoped to
*****************
launch 5 rockets containing some 1,000
G R O U
letters. The exploit will be carried out
. LONDON
by a German firm who have apparently
The opening meeting of the new
achieved good results in Germany, Belgium,
season
will be held on WEDNESDAY.11th
Holland etc. The Swiss PTT have given
October,
when it is hoped there will be
their sanction on condition that each
a
record
attendance.
letter is franked with current Swisstamps
All
meetings
will be held on the
(preferably the new 'EUROPA' issue) to the
second
Wednesday
of the month in Room
value of Fr.2.- while the P.S.of Bel.inzona
31
at
the
Kingsway
Hall, W.C.2., from
is co-operating in the collecting, stamping
6.30-8.30
p.m.
and sorting of mail. A commemorative cover
will shortly be put on sale by the OrganisPROGRAMME
ing Committee at a cost of 50c. eachand a 1961
special postmark will be used; 'Giornate
Oct. 11 - POSTMAKRS - with emphasis on
europeeticinesi, Bellinzona, 4-5 Novembee
the unusual. All Members
1961'.
Nov. 8 - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
From a concluding remark it would appear Dec. 13 - MORE LIECHTENSTEIN - Mr. J. Beken
that participation is not open to Non-Swiss 1962
but the organisers are prepared to accept
Jan. 10 - AIRMAILS - All Members
mail from Swiss resident in U.K. Mr. 'use- Feb. 14 - SWISS STAMPS - Designs and
bio is hopeful that he may be able tc
Production - Mr. F. Streit
arrange for a very small number of cgvers
Mar. 14 - SOCIAL EVENING - FILM SHOW (probably not exceeding 20) to be made
Arranged by Mr.A.J.Harding
available to members, at a cost of Fr.3.Apr. 11 - ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION
or 5/-.
May
9 - INFORMAL MEETING - Details
Further information is awaited fror
later
Bellinzona, but meanwhile will anyone who
We look forward particularly to
is interested in this project please let
•
welcoming
new members and introducing
me know in order to assess the probable'
demand and facilitate the arrangements to them to fellow collectors.
be made.
',

JTheS.ARVETRO\
advent of Autumn means a
i i return to indoor hobbies and what
i i could be better than to start a ne ^a!
section in your Swiss collection
!i

r

Write for approval selections of ..
ii PRE-STAMP COVERS
s
AIR STAMP COVERS ii
!i SPECIAL FLIGHTS
s
FIRST FLIGHTS !i
ZEPPELIN AND BALLOON COVERS
ii
ij
DAY-OF-THE-STAMP
s
SOLDIER COVERS Itii
'.

li
!It
I

t!

i!
i
!

it

It

etc. etc.
These and many others available to
'Helvetia' Members
•
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
'Morecambe,
Lancs.

I, :t
II

!i

It

t.

THIRD PHILATELIC EXHIBITION (IIIa Mostra
del francobollo - LOCARNO
This will be held on 23 & 24 Sept.
1961 in the Palazzo della Sopracenerina.
A special post office will be available
at which a commemorative cancellation
will be useds 'LOCARNO 23-24.IX.61 GEMEL,LAGGIO - LOCARNO - LUINO - llla
MOSTRA DEL FRANCOBOLLO'.
'REGIOPHIL 19 61' (Philatelic Exhibition)
The regional philatelic exhibition,
'REGIOPHIL' will be held at Liestal from
6-8 October. A special post-office will
operate, with the use of a commemorative
postmark showing a dove, date -6-8.X.61
- top & 'REGIOPHIL' at base. 'LIESTAat
Envelopes & Cards (suitably stamped) may
be sent for cancellation and despatch to
'Postamt Liestal', the outer cover to be
marked 'Regiophil'.

PRESIDENT:

y\I-\11J-\-11'11,1

Edward H. SPIRO.
R. P. S. L
.

\\\
LTTR
Hon. Treasurers
Mil. A.J. HARDING, 1
31, Somerset Way,
1
Iver. Bucks.
No.10

Hon. Secretary & Editors
jIRS. E .J. RAWNSLEY
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.
OCTOBER

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Supt;
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Reading.
C aversham.

19 61

POSTAL VALIDITY
OE
SWISS STAMPS
In order to clarify the position to
the general public regarding the many
different Swiss stamps in current use,
the PTT give detail;; of their postal
validity:
1. UNLIMITED VALIDITY
A. Definitive:, proga.ganda and
special issues without

surtax,, as follows:
1938 High values 3,5 & 10 Fr.
1941 Historical series 50c. - 2 Fr.
1949 Landscape & Technical series,
30. -70c.
1953 Postal Coach 10 & 20 c.
1961 New definitives 5c. - 20 Fr.
1961 Publicity Issue (limit of 31 Dec.
1961 cancelled)
1957, 1959, 1960 & 1961 'Europ a'issues
B. Postal Stationery
10 & 25 (c) - Large figures
,25 - Figure cancelled & replaced by 1 30'
30 - New horizontal design
5 — Edelweiss motif
2. LIMITED VALIDITY
(a) National Fete & Pro Patria: 1 June
to 31 Dec. of year of issue
(b) Pro Juventutes 1 Dec, - 30 June of
following year
(c) Special issues, i.e., miniature
sheets etc.-to be fixed in each easel

15th YEAR

N P `v I ISSUES •
LI EC--ITEI\STEl \
The following were issued on 3rd
Octobers
A. 50 c. ' EUROPA' Stamp
Interloc ing wheels with 'E' for
'Europa'. In 6 colours: violet, chestnut,
orange, blue, green and black.
Designer: Louis Jager, Mauren
Printers: Heliogravure by Harrison &
Sons, Ltd., London.
Sizes
36 x 26 mm.
Picture Sizes
32.5 x 23 mm
White, without coloured threads
Papers
No. of sheetss
2 (A & B)
No. of stamps per sheets 20
;

B. Definitive Issue:
80 Rp. Harvester - olive green
90 Rp. Work in the Vineyard - violet
1 Fr. The Mother in the Kitchen chestnut-brown

Designers Anton Ender, Vaduz
Printers: Roto-heliogravure, Courvoisier
S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
26 x 36 mm.
Size:
23 x 33 mm.
Picture Size:
White 9 with brown & green fibres
P4pors
4 (A — D)
No. of sheetss

No. of ars
st pe r_ she ets 25

ROCKE=T MAIL

The list has now been closed and ... provided the exploit is carried out
successfully ... all orders received will be fulfilled.
There is little fresh news to hand at the moment, beyond an official announcement of the flight in the PTT Weekly Bulletin, together with an illustration of
This takes the form of a rocket in flight
the special posLmark to be used.
across the letter 'E' (for 'Europa'), with 'BELLINZONA' at the top and 'Giornate
After the landing of the rocket(s) the mail will be
Europee 5.XI.1961' at base.
taken to the nearest post office for despatch in the normal way.

T'r!

ANNUAL GFNEAL IVY LL_..TING

will take place on 'WEDNESDAY, 8th NOVEMBER, 1961.

...

AGENDA: see Page 44.
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REVIEws )
ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE -S''TITZEELAND /LI ECHTENSTEIN 1 962

MILLER BRIEFMARKEN KATALOG 1962
SCH`:EIZ /LIECHTENSTEIN .

The XVIth edition, just received,
maintains the high tradition associated
with the firm of Zumstein. The contents €.
have been carefully revised, providing
detailed information on each stamp, with
varieties, plate flaws, shades etc., and
it forms a trustworthy guide for any
important collection of the stamps of
Switzerland & Liechtenstein. 615 pages
and some 1800 illustrations are now
required to cover all the stamps issued,
including special items such ass
s,
Specimen, Ausser Kurs, stamp booklets,
Kocher, Hotel & Railway stamps, etc.
Prices are given for single stamps,
pairs, blocks of 4, rare usages etc.
and new innovations are listings of
First Day covers, which have become very
popular, as well as the Pro Juventute
and Pro Patria stamps with printed
margins naming the flowers, insects,
landscapes etc.
The general text is in German but
the introduction is also given in English,
and French.
The Catalogue is available in Gt.
Britain through Harris Publications,
27, Maiden Lane, London W. C. 2. , at 25/(stitched) or 27/6d. (bound with thumb
index), plus postage.

The 31st edition of this Catalogue
has also been received. Clearly printed
on fine art paper, and profusely
illustrated, it provides an excellent and
comprehensive catalogue at moderate cost
(Sw.Fr.3.-). The foreword & a complete
index are given in English. It is
obtainable from Marken-Muller A.G. , Basle.
The contents cover all issues of
Switzerland and Liechtenstein, including
special issues, officials, international
organisations, tete-beche etc., postage
dues and a complete listing of used
blocks of four from 1862, together with
all major varieties.
All prices have been brought up-todate, reflecting the steady increase shown
both at home and abroad, but have been
treated with caution to provide a reliable
guide to present market values.

NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
BLONAY - Son climat - son panorama
EGLISAU - am Z.rcher Rhein
EPESSES - La Corniche son vignable
FLi!HLI (Luzern) - Sommer & Wintersport
GELTERKINDEN - Im heimeligen Oberbaselbiet
NIDAU

WI 1 7R1 /\N D
A- CCU
AVAILABLE AT

3

+ 8d. Post
(Overseas: 13/- (41.85)
Post Free)
In a Season where prices have
constantly changed and bear no relationship
to last year, the acquisition of this
Catalogue is an essential.
FOR THE FIRST TIME BOUND IN BOOK FORM!
EVEN FURTHER ENLARGED, IMPROVED
AND COMPLETELY UP-TO-DATE
To be published about November 15th
PLEASE BOOK EARLY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
UPON PUBLICATION
Available from the Hon.Secretary of the
Helvetia Philatelic Society, or direct from:
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
BPA
(H. L. Katcher)
PTS
27, Westbury Road, London, N.12.
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SVv'ISS POSTAL
AGENCIES ABROAD
By E. J. Rawnsley
e
Par II

Continuing the story of the Postal Agencies in Italy and the St. Gotthard route,
the development of the railway sounded the death-knell of the mail-coach, and the
building of the St. Gotthard Tunnel rendered this tedious journey no longer necessary. On 31st December 1881 the last 'diligence', with Michel Danioth of Andermatt
as postillion, made the final journey by coach over the St. Gotthard,
On this route the postal agency at C. ERLATA, opened in 1852, was later shared
with the Merzario Agency from 1861 and disappeared in 1869, when the terminus was
transferred to Milan. MILAN was the central point in Northern Italy where the
Simplon and Gotthard routes, as well as those from the Grisons converged. A Postal
agency .existed from 1857 to 1860 and from 1868 to 1893.
SPLUGEN ROUTE. This linked Chur and Chiavenna, a distance of 91.8 Km., by way of
Thesis, the famous Via Mala, the vilage of Splitgen, crossing the pass at apr:roximately 6,500 ft., and descending through the valley of St. Giacomo to Chiavenna, a
journey which took 13 hours.
Agencies were established at CHIAVENNA and COLICO in 1861, followed by
CAIVPODOLCINI (1862), MONTE SPLUGA 168, PIANAZZO (1886) and SAN GIACOMO FILIPPO
790j). Calico was closed in 188-6. The remainder continued to exist into the 20th
century, until the Great War of 1914-1918 caused their disappearance in 1918, with
the exception of Chiavenna which continued to exist until 1921 and Monte Spllga
which, although closed in 1918, was converted to a registration office in 1922 and
still survives in a modified form.
MALOJA ROUTE. Starting from Samaden this route went via the Engadine, through
St. Moritz, over the pass at Maloja Kulm (approx. 3,500 ft.) and down the whole
length of the Val Bregaglia to Chiavenna, the journey of 57 Km, taking 9 hours.
Chiavenna (in German 'Kleven') took its name from its geographical position, being
the 'key' to the three passes% Spldgen, Maloja and Septimer. As the terminus for
the Swiss mail-coaches, rapid communication with Milan waa still somewhat uncertain
and by a further Convention dated 12th August, 1860, the mail-coach service was
extended to Calico, at the northern end of Lake Como, from whence passengers could
proceed to Como by steamboat, then by carriage to Camerlata, where they joined thè
train to Lecco, at the southern end of the remaining arm of the lake
An agency was established in the TOWN of CHIAVENNA in 1879, which was transferred
to the Swiss-Italian frontier at CASTASEGNA-DOGANA in 1884. The date of closure of
the former is not known exactly, but was probably in 1914, while Castasegna continued to operate until 1921.
BERNINA ROUTE & THE V 4LTELLINA. Again starting from Samaden this route passed
through Ponresina, crossed the Bernina Pass at approx. 7,000 ft., and descended via
the Val Poschiavo to TIRANO where an agency was established in 1869, Nine hours
were required to accomplish the journey of 56.3 Km.
The people of Valtellina, who appreciated the punctuality and efficiency of the
Swiss mail-coach service, much regretted that it ended at Tirano and petitioned for
it to be extended. By an understanding with the Italian authorities the Swiss Post
Office in 1869 established a service between Calico and Bormi, thus covering the --.
Valtellina and Lake of Como as far as the Stelvio Pass. This service, however, was
very difficult to maintain and it was renounced by the Swiss in 1876, who sold the
rolling stock to an Italian enterprise, l'Impresa di Messageria Valtellinese, which
took over the service.
Agencies were established in BORMI BORGO, GROSSOTTO, SONDRIO and MORBEGNO in
1869, BOLLADORE, TRESENEDA and PONTE in 1874 (the latter became S. CARLO di PONTE
in 18753, and BORMI BAGNI in 1874. All these ceased to function in 1876, when the
Swiss postal service in this area was abandoned, with the exception of TIRANO,which
continued until 1908, being the terminus of the Bernina route
LAKE MAGGIORE. An agency was opened at LUINO in 1857, as a result of the Convention of 1854, and exists to-day in a modified form as an exchange office.
LAKE COMO. Agencies were opened at BELLANO, VARENNA and LECCO in 1868, and at
BELLAGIO in 1869, all of which were closed in 1875. An agency existed at COMO from
1874-1884 which operated probably only as an office of registration.
Two smaller routes should not be forgotten: To serve the postal route from
MENDRISIO (in Switzerland) to V.RESE (in Italy), an agency was opened in VARESE in
STA MARIA MAGGIORE: An agency was
1868. The date of its closure is not known.
the route from Locarno to
in
19169
which
served
opened here in 1908 and closed
Domodossola and ceased to be of service when the railway through the Centovalli
replaced the mailcoach.
To be continued.
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In accordance with the Society's Rules N 0 T I C E is hereby given that the

ANNU_Nsi
will be, held on WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8th 19 6 1 (2nd Wednesday) at 6.45 p.m.
at the Kingsway Hall Room 31) 9 Kingsway, London, W.C..2.

NC
PROMPT

•
AGENDA
1. Minutes of the A.G.M. held on 9th Nov.
6, Hon. Pkt. Superintendent's REPORT
1960
7. ELECTION of Officers & Members of
2. Matters arising from the Minutes
the Society's Committee for
3. Chairman's Address
1961/62
4. kUO.RT by the Hon. Secretary
8. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS (see below)
5. Hon. Treasurer's REPORT & STATEMENT
OF ACCOUNTS
9. Any other business
NOMINATIONS: Nominations for the Election of Officers & Members of the Committee
Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon.Secretary, Hon.Treasurer, Hon. Pkt. Supt.,
Hon. Auditor and (not exceeding) TlELVE Members of the Committee should be sent to
Hon. Secretary (Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley) to reach her not later than Tuesday, 7th November.
RESOLUTIONS: Any member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the A.G.M. must
GIVE NOTICE IN WRITING, enclosing the text of the Resolution, to the
Hon. Secretary before the opening of the A.G.M.
After the business meeting, which is expected to last about 1 hour, Members are
invited to show material, such as recent acquisitions, or to put forward any queries.
MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
and are invited to put forward criticisms or suggestions which will help to improve
the running of the Society and the facilities which are available to its members.
E.J. RAWNSLEY (Hon. Secretary)
E.C. SLATE (Chairman)

/` VV

0-)Olvt/ritc-IL:t

0 Li ID
The opening meeting of the new season
was held on Wednesday, 11th October, when
old friends met after the summer recess
and new members were made welcome.
The subject for the meeting was:
'POSTMARKS - with emphasis on the unusual',
and 6 members: Mrs. Scholey & Mrs. Rawnsley
and Messrs. Lienhard, Stiles, Symonds and
Short brought along a wealth of material of
all kinds, from pre-stamp covers with a
variety of cancellations, cancels on early
Federal issues and 'Strubelis', Ticino
ovals, route marks, 'R.L.', pen and Customs
cancels, telegraph postmarks, Swiss stamps
used abroad, or on lake steamers, railways
etc. to puzzling items on which information
was sought. It was generally agreed that
the items shown proved the interest to be
derived from a study of postmarks as well
as stamps.

SLOGAN POSTMARKS:
Rotes Licht - Zug in Sicht! - Bern 1
from 4.IX, Basel 2 & Zurich 1
Feu rouge - Haltel - Fribourg 1 9 Sion 1
Lucerosa-Atnzielro
Lugano 1
OLMA St. Gallen - St. Gallen 1, lO.IX 21.X (from 18.1X - 5.X in daily
rotation with No. 2143 'Support Swiss
T.B. Fund.'
Fete des tendanges Morges - Morges
Quinzaine gastronom.ique Interlaken Interlaken 2.1.VIII - 17.IX
Concours hippique international officiel
Geneve - Geneva 1 9 11.X - 19.XI in
rotation with:
Journee des Nations Unies - Geneva 1
20-30,X
IV. Wedelskikurse - Zermatt to 17.XII.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
STAMPS
SWISS

NEW AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE
itii
Mr. H.L. Katcher has very kindly
his
offered to make available to the Society
supplies of the forthcoming catalogue see Page 42 for details. As this arrangeii
ment will be to the material benefit of
the Society, we shall be pleased to receive
orders which will be despatched - or
distributed as soon as possible after
publication.
Orders to be sent to the Hon.Secretary.

•

The
SPECIALIST COLLECTOR
DERIVES ADDITIONAL BENEFITS FROM
the services of the
SPECIALIST DEALER
who can supply those out-of-the
way items which add so much
interest and value to a collection.
... Let me know your requirements
or send a Wants List.
Prom t attention assured.

S
RIMS
14 9 Low Lane, Torrisholme,
Morecambe, Lancs.

PRESIDENTS

S Js

1L

N -NJS
Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING
31, Somerset Way
Iver. Bucks,

Edward H. SPIRO.
R.P.S. ,L.

.,
‘0(
3-)

LTTR

Hon. Secretary & Editor; 1
! MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
1 32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford, Essex.

,!;`

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Supt;
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham.
Reading.
^aaem- -r.,rs ^_.rs:ax_u•.;red::>. :..m..
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PRO W\/-Ni T 1961

The five Pro Juventute stamps with additional charge, will be issued on 1st
December. The designs follow the normal pattern, the lowest value depicting the
portrait of an eminent Swiss personality, in this case Jonas Furrer (1805 - 1865)
of Winterthur, the first President of the Swiss' Confederation, who devoted all his
energy to the building and development of the young republic, while the remaining
values continue the series of field and garden flowers begun in 1958.
Details are as follows:

5 + 5c. Portrait of Jonas Furrer - one colour, dark blue
10 + 10c. Sunflower (Helianthus annuus) - three colours: green, yellow & orange
20 + 10c. Lily-of-the-valley (Convallaria majalis) - four colours: red, green,
yellow & bluish-grey
30 + 10c. Iris (Iris sibirica) - four colours; dark purple, violet, green &
yellow
50 + 10c. Silverweed (Potentilla anserina) - four colours: ultramarine, green
yellow & light brown
21 x 26 mm.
Picture sizes
24 x 29 mm.
5c. Design & steel engraving by Karl Bickel, Sr., Walenstadtberg,
Designs:
after a lithograph by Joh. Friedrich Hasler, Basel
10, 20, 30 & 50c. Design by Hans Schwarzenbach, painter, of Bern
5c. Rotary line engraving by the Postage Stamp Printing Office PTT,
Process;
Bern
Other values: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
5 c. ':White postage stamp paper without coating or fibres
Paper:
Other values: White postage paper, lightly coated, with red & blue fibres.
No. of sheets per form cylinder: 5 c. 4 sheets (Nos. 1-4)
other values: 2 sheets (A & B)
Stamp size:

No. of stamps per sheet: 50
90% of the net proceeds from the additional charge goes to the Pro Juventute Foundations for youth relief work; the remaining 10% is intended for the building of the
Swiss families' and children's holiday village of Pro Juventute,
The stamps will be on sale at all post offices from 1st December and the special
first day cancellation will be applied to mail posted by the P.T.T. Philatelic
This postmark, designed by Hans Tomamichel, graphic artist, of
Agency on that day.
Zurich, shows the lily-of-the-valley motif of the 20 c. stamp.
The Pro Juventute Foundation will issue a special envelope, bearing the portrait
of Jonas Furrer, at a cost of 30c. (without stamps) available from 1st November at
agencies of the Foundation or from the Philatelic Agency PTT, Bern.
An 8 page booklet with the descriptions and coloured reproductions of the stamps
will be published with text in German or French and will be available from the
Central Secretariat of the Pro Juventute, Seefeldstrasse 8, Zurich 8, against a
remittance of 50 c. or 1 International Reply Coupon.
A stamp booklet, with gold coloured cover, has also been prepared containing
These are available from
twelve 5+5c., twelve l0+10c. and four 20+10 c. stamps.
the Foundation or the Philatelic Agency at Fr.5. including 20c. cost of production.
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0
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELLATIONS October
ADLISWIIL - Sihltal - ' `andergebiet
BUBIKON - Ziircher Oberland - Ritterhaus
HERISAU 2 - Tagungsort - Marktflecken
LICHTENSTEIG - im Toggenburg
TANNENBODENALP - Sommerferien - Wintersport
WEGGIS - Am Vierrvaldst tttersee
WITTENBACH - in N,he der Gallusstadt
and a new Publicity Slogan LIESTAL'S Tor steht allzeit offen

DAY OF THE STAMP 1961
The 25th "Day of the Stamp" - the annual
event organised by the Swiss Federation of
Swiss Philatelic Societies - will be celebrated on Sunday, Dec. 3rd, in the ancient
town of Thun. A special cancellation will
be used on this occasion, depicting the
castle of Thun, with the name at the top,
the dates '1937 1 and '1961' on either side;
the date of uses 3.XII.61 below, and 'TAG
DER BRIEFMARKE' around the base.
Mail to receive this cancellation should
be franked with current Swiss stamps and
sent under special cover (marked 'Tag der
Briefmarke' and with the sender's name)to
Postamt Thun 1, to reach there not later
than 2nd December.

THE

AMATEUR

AUTOI.OBILE CANCELLATIONS
Auto 2 Zug, Zuchtstiermarkt 6/7.IX
tt
2 Zurich, Knabenschiessen 9-11.IX
2 Zurich, International Bi!icherexperten Kongres 18-21.IX
It
2 Basel, Eidg. Trachtenfest
23/24. IX
3 St. Gallen, Internationale
Pferdesporttage 2/3.IX
3 Lausanne, Comptoir suisse
9/24. IX
Supplementary; Einsiedeln, 1100 Todesjahr des heiligen Meinrad lO.IX
Auto 2 St. Gallen OLMA 12-22. X
" 3 Morgarten - Morgartenschiessen
15.XI
"

"

J'URA DISTRICT PHILATELIC EXHIBITION
AT ST. I1IIER
This will be held on 11th & 12th
November at St. Imier (Ct. Bern).
During the course of the exhibition a
post office will operate for the desThis will bear a
patch of mail.
special pictorial cancellation with
the inscription 'St. Imier' at the
top together with the date; 11-12.XI.
61 and 'Exposition Philatelique'
round the base.

COLLECTOR

c-i

L T D

WIlL RI .AND JAHAI OG JC
1962
-

Li

J

PLEASE CONSULT THE ENCLOSED LEAFLET.

Prices:

9/3d. plus 8d. postage
U.K.
% 1.85 post free
Overseass
Orders may be sent tot

The Amateur Collector, Ltd.,
27, Westbury Terrace,
Woodside Park,
London, N.12.

or

The Hon. Secretary,
Helvetia Philatelic Society,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford, Essex.
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THE SWISS POSTAL
AGENCIES ABROAD
by E.J. RAWTISLE
Part III.
Y

All the Agencies
mentioned
in the prePOSTE..âVIZZE R
vious instalments were
concerned with the
MESS. SSV1ZZER u.+
transportation of
passengers
with
the
sT E SVIZZl RF
exception of Canobbio,
CHRIENNR STAMM:.
Como & Milan - and with
Fig. 1.
forwarding and distri01 AftE SAG:SVIZZ
bution of items of freight, including mail.
No special
instructions are recorded relating to the Swiss Postal
CiAbOlitiO-FILIPPO
Agencies abroad, or to the rates charged, for the simple
PEs
S"LZERk
reason that they were already covered by existing rules.
Mail going through these agencies carried Swiss stamps
and was cancelled with either straight-line or normal
Fig. 2.
Swiss circular cancellations - some used both - and
occasionally a large 'box* type (Chiefly at Chiavenna). The cancellations are, with
one or two exceptions, in Italian and are easily recognisable since they invariably
include such words as 'POSTE SVIZZERA' or 'AGENZIA SVIZZERA'.
-

013PR, OSSD

CAMPODOLCINO

nOOSSOL
A
_

.

ONTE-SPLUGA

) C)

SPLUGENE3ERG)
Fig. 5

Fig. 3

Fig.4
Due, no doubt, to the fact that little or no mail passed through some of the
smaller agencies, examples of many of the cancellations aro non-existent. Out of
the known 38 agencies which existed, cancellations from only about 15 have been
recorded and these are listed belowö
Recorded dates
Route
Type
Fig.
of use
No.
1852 - 69 .
Circ.
4 Gotthard
CAlVIERLATA
Camerlata
Campodolcino
Chiavenna

S.L.

2

9

CHIAVENNA - STAZIONE

Circ.
S.L.

UFF. DI MESSAG. SVIZZ
UFF. SVIZZ. DI MISS.

Box

6

Circ.

-

CAMIODOLCINO
MESS.SVIZZERE

2

Spltiigen

1862 - 1918

Splligen

1861 - 1/11/21

Spldgen

1874 - -/7/86

CHIAVENNA
Colico

UFF. SVIZZ. DI MESSAGLRIA
COLICO

Fig. 6
Domodossola
(or Domo
d'Ossola)

DOMO
MESSAGs SUISSES
DOMO D' OSSOLA
POSTE SVIZZERE
DOMODOSSOLA
POSTE SVIZZERE

Fig. 8

Fig. 7

3 Spligen
S.L.
Circ.
S.L.
Circ.

1849 -

2
10
Continued on P.48
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ABROAD
POSTAL
AGENCIES
S':dI S S
Continued from previous pages
Recorded dates
Route
Type Fig.
of use
No.
T H E

Imp. Merzario
Milan
Intra
Isella
(or Iselle)
Luino
Milan

Monte Spldga

Pianazzo
San GiacomoFilippo
Sta Maria
Maggiore
Tirano

IMP. YERZARIO
MILAN

Circ. 11 Gotthard

INTRA
MESSAGERIE SVIZZERE
ISELLA
DILIGENCES SUISSES
AGENCE DES DILIG. SUISSES
ISELLA
LUINO
POSTE SVIZZERE
POSTE SVIZZERE
MILAN

Circ.

- Langensee 1/6/83 - 29/8/88

Circ.

- Simplon

MONTE-SPLUGA
(SPLUGENBERG)

Circ.
Langensee 1857 -

Circ.
Circ.

Fig. 9
S.L.

UFF.DI MESS.SVIZ.MONTE
SPLUGA
PIANAZZO
SAN GIACOA, O-FILIPPO
MESS.SVIZZERE
STA MARIA MAGGIORE
AGNZIA SVIZZERE
UFF.DI MESS.SVIZ.TIRANO

1864 - 1920

9 Gotthard

5

(1857 - 1860
(1868 - 1/7/93

(1

18 68 - 1/10/18
6/11/22 -

Circ.

9

S.L.
S.L.
Circ.
Circ.

8

Spldgen

2

Valtellina 1/5/08 - 1/10/18

9
9

Centovalli 1/7/08 - 1/12/16

Circ.

-

Bernina 15/5/69 - 30/6/08

1/3/86 - 1/10/18

To list these cancellations is one
thing - to find them is another.
Stamps bearing these cancels are extremely elusive and entires even more
Fig. so, while many straight-line examples
10 have been lost when stamps have been
removed from covers or documents,
since only a portion would be on the
stamp itself.
On 'Strubelis' they are extremely
rare; the most likely would be 'Camerlata', using the early type of single circle (see Fig. 4).
On the 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.' issues they are scarce, but
examples are known from Isella and Domodossola, while others
may exist. The 'Cross & Figure' and 'Standing Helvetia'
issues provide a more hopeful field and a careful check on
the postmarks will sometimes bring to light items from Domodossola, Chiavenna or Colico. Occasionally too, they may be
found on later issues, such as 'Tell' stamps, up to the final
closure date, i.e. to 1921.
One of the most likely sources is on Postage Due issues
(both blue and green) since high values were used for the payment of parcel post and this raises the question as to whether
these cancels were more frequently used on documents connected
with freight than on letters. The views of members on this
Fig.11
(To be continued)
point would be welcome.
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AN\LJAL GENERAL VETETI\G

The A.G.M. was held on 7ednesday,
6. HON. PKT. SUPT'S REPORT a Mr. Short
8th November, 1961, at the Kingsway
said that at the moment he was much
Hall, ° i. C. 2. , in the presence of a
happier. One packet had just been sent
very small number of members.
out, he had almost sufficient material.
An apology for absence was received
to complete another and if he could make
from Mr. E. Lienhard.
up a third he could ensure that all
members (in G.B.) would be on the mail1. MINUTES of the A.G.M. held on 9th .
ing list. As always it was solely a
Nov. 1960. These were read by the
question
of supplies and he would be
Hon. Secretary and agreed.
glad to hear of any sources of suitable
2. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES-Nil. material. If members had only a few
better quality items he would be only
3. CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS: Mr. Slate wished
too happy to make up composite booklets.
firstly to thank Mrs. Rawnsley, Mir.
Short and Mr. Harding for all their work
7. ELECTION OF OFFICERS & COMMITTEE
during the year, and the latter also for
A nomination having been obtained
the excellent film evening which he had
for
the position of Hon.Auditor, the
arranged. All meetings had been interest
following
were elected 'en bloc':
-ing, some outstanding. Attendances varied
and he appealed to members to attend as
Chairman
Mr. .E. C. Slate
• .•
often as possible, especially when visit- Vice-Chairman ••
Mr. G.77. Daglish
ors were invited and thought this should
Hon. Treasurer ••• Mr. 11.J. Harding
be no hardship since only 8 evenings in
Secretary ••• Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley
the year were involved. He looked forPkt.Supt. • • • Mr. J.H. Short
n Editor
ward to a successful year ahead.
•••
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley
n Auditor
• ..
Mr. T.C. Brooks
4. HON. SECRETARY'S REPORT: A satisfactory year with an upsurge of activity.
Committee:
There had been 15 new members, 7 of whom
Mr. L. Moore
Yorks/Lanes
were in the U.S.A., where the Society
Mr. J.A. Eastwood
Group
welcomed the opportunity to assist Swiss
Mr. J.N. Highsted
collectors. Attendance has been up some
Proposed by Mr. M. Howson, seconded
-what on the previous year, which is enby
Mr.
G. O'Hara, and carried.
couraging since the greater number present, the wider the exchange of views and
8. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS
ideas. Additions continue to be made to
Nil.
the Society's Library and members are
urged to make use of this and of other
. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
facilities which are available.
( a) Opportunities for exchange.
Regarding the 'News Letter' thanks
Mr. Brooks said that with all
were due to all those who had contributed, due respect to Mr. Short and his plea
but to maintain a good reserve more was
for material for the Packet, he felt
required and members were asked to send
that some members would welcome oppin articles, comments, queries and so on
ortunities to exchange or buy material
to provide variety and a steady flow of
at meetings. Mr. Slate said it had
material.
always been intended that this should
be done whenever possible, and in fut5. HON. TREASURER'S DEPORT Mr. Harding
ure, except when important guest speaksaid that owing to the death of Mr.
Osborn he had had to call on Mr. Short to ers were invited, a period during the
meeting will be allowed for a Bourse.
assist in the preparation of the Balance
(b) Library. Mrs. Hertzberg
Sheet. This had been circulated and it
deplored the fact that books
would be seen that the financial situation
were
not
available at meetings. It was
was favourable, there having been no very
pointed out that two or three books
heavy expenses during the year.
could always be brought along on reMx. Brooks queried the item of bank
quest, and it was agreed that a copy
charges since some Banks did not seem to
make charges for accounts of this nature. of the Library List should be available
at all meetings.
Mr. Harding said he would take up this
point with the Midland Bank.
The A.G.M. closed at 7.35 p.m.
Adoption of the accounts was proposed
E .J.R.
by Mr. Short and seconded by 1.r. O'Hara.
With Christmas 'just around the corner'
we should like to send

c:IJO`A

\r.

c,S1

to all our Overseas Members.

"

•

^•

i\SOI\
. a.

^•
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YORKS/LANCS GROUPS Hon. Secretary A. Gullis, 3 Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.
7iben it was agreed that the subject for the first meeting of the Session
on October 7th should be 'RECENT ACQUISITIONS', it was not realised how widely this
could be interpreted. Members with a more modern outlook brought along f.d.c.'s of
all the issues since the last meeting, thus bringing everyone up-to-date. Mr.
Highsted, however, showed f.d.c.'s of the new high values, Matthew, Mark, Luke &
John, and also the highest value of all - James! He will never appear in Zumstein,
but he is a superb mint specimen, well centred, no trace of thinning, brilliant
colour - truly Mr. Highsted's 'latest acquisition' - his first grandson::
Mr. Robertshaw brought along interesting souvenirs - maps, cards etc. from
his recent visit to the Transport Museum in Lucerne, while Mr. Gosling produced
examples of official postal stationery printed with names of commercial firms.
Postal history was covered by Mr. Moore with Lake Como (LARIO) covers, some of which
posed insoluble problems.
It has long been understood that the stamps of Liechtenstein came within
the Group's field of interest, so members were delighted that the 'Princely Canton'
had been chosen by MR. FRED MYERS as the subject of his 'Chairman's Display' on
November 4th. Mr. Myers presented a paper giving a comprehensive outline of the
postal history of the Principality. References to the Lindauer & Fussacher Boten
and the Thurn & Taxis Imperial Posts were of particular interest to all Swiss postal
historians. The display was shown in a new and separate exhibition room provided
by Er. Highsted, with tasteful decor, and well aimed strip lighting causing no
shadows on the frames covering the whole of the walls.
•
Austrian stamps used in Liechtenstein from 1861 (VADUTZ) to 1884 were
followed by the first issue (1912) on both papers, and all issues right up to the
'Minnesaenger' set in sheet corner copies. Supported by miniature sheets and many
interesting photographs, the whole display was most beautifully presented.
Mr. Myers is the busiest philatelist in the North. Secretary of the
Yorkshire Philatelic Association and the Leeds Philatelic Society, he is on the
Committees of 11 other Societies and Study Circles, including the Executive of
Congress. He has given displays of many other countries, but none more pleasing
than this show on the stamps of 'FUERSTENTUM LIECHTENSTEIN'.
On November 3rd the Group gave a combined display to Leeds Junior P.S.
Each covering his own section, Messrs. Moore, Tyreman, Gosling, Highsted, Eastwood,
Gullis, Robertshaw & Hoyle, under the leadership of Chairman Myers, gave a complete
range from early postal history to the present day. The boys and girls, who are a
most erudite group, thoroughly enjoyed the show and expressex their appreciation in
a most effectively moved and seconded Vote of Thanks. A certain member of our
Group was grateful when two of the boys came to him and most discreetly and politel(
pointed out errors of historical fact (dates etc.) written on his pages:
L.M.

DO NOT MISS THE NEXT LONDON MEETING
Wednesday, 13th December., will be
one of our highlights when Mr. Jack
First reports on this exploit state
Beken will be our guest and will show
that the response was so good it was
'MORE LIECHTENSTEIN'. This will be an
decided to launch 7 (instead of 5) rockets, evening to remember .. so book the date.
each holding 40 kg. of mail, to fly to a
height of about 3,000 ft. and a distance of
some 5 km. Due to strong winds the Sunday
launching was a failure ... the caption in
Prices are still rising and the
the press reads 'Come a Capo Canaveral ..
demand
for Swiss material far exceeds
quando tutto va male:' (Just as at Cape
the supply. You will be wise to
Canaveral, when everything goes wrong:)
obtain the items you want while you
The launching was completed successcan.
fully on Monday, at 1600 hours, from the
churchyard of the parish church at Gnosca,
Even on modern issues it is
a village some 5 miles from Bellinzona.
advisable to complete the shades, flaws,
Representatives from the Bellinzona P.O.,
varieties etc. while they are still
Swiss PTT and Police were present at the
readily available.
launching, which was filmed. About the
Approvals on request or send
recovery of the mail and its delivery, howyour
want
lists to me for prompt
ever, there is not a word and we still
attention.
await receipt of the covers, but trust
Morecambe,
these will be to hand shortly.
E.J.R. 14, Low Lane, Torrisholms,
Lancs.
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1 :MARKS
By L. Moore

In the "Grosses Handbuch der Schweizer
Abstempelungen" by Andres and Emmenegger, Group
No. 14 is devoted to the 'R.L.' marks, which the
CHRISTMAS
index informs us means 'Rayon Limitrophe' or
'Grenzrayon' or 'Reggio Limitrofo' , for which I
GREETINGS
suggest an English translation - 'Limited Border
Zone'.
AND
The "Grosses Handbuch" lists some eleven
different
types of this mark - boxed and unboxed,
BEST WISHES
with and without full stops, seriffed and sans
serif. Identification of office of application
FOR
is not always possible, because similar stamps
were often used by different offices, although
usually in the same area.
Now my interest in instructional postmarks
is not merely a desire to collect every different type, but rather to know in what circumstances they were used, and here Emmenegger does
not help much.
During my study of the Lake Maggiore marks
--I noticed that many of the covers submitted to me bore the 'R.L.' marks of some type
or other. They appeared on letters from Switzerland to Italy as well as vice versa,
but the Italian (Sardinian) 'R.L.' was usually in a box with double frame lines. I
was often surprised to find how far this 'border zone' extended into both- countries,
but once I got the hang of it and understood the purpose of the marks, then it
greatly facilitated my study and in particular helped me to decipher some of the
'squiggly' manuscript tax figures on unpaid stampless covers.
Broadly speaking, the 'R.L.' indicated the acceptance of letters at reduced
rates between certain towns on both sides of the frontier between the two countries„
This arrangement began with an agreement between the Swiss Federal Post Office and
the Kingdom of Sardinia in 1851, when the normal rate between the two countries was
40 centesimi (centimes, Rappen), but in the limited border zone only 20 c. (halfrate) would be charged. As far as I can tell, the zone was not a fixed distance on
either side of the border, but applied to any two towns within a distance of 30
kilometres of each other in a straight line. Thus a letter from a Swiss town almost
on the frontier could travel 30 kilometres into Italian territory at the reduced
rate.
In 1859 the 'Rayon Limitrophe' was extended to 35 kilometres, and as Sardinia
now controlled the former Austrian kingdom of Lombardy, towns in that area were
brought into the scheme, while from July 1st, 1862, the Royal Italian Post Office who now controlled the former Sardinian and Lombard posts - agreed with the Swiss
that the normal rate would be reduced to 30 c. and the reduced rate in the Rayon
would be only 10 c., with the distance extended to 45 kilometres. It was this Convention which fixed the printed rate of 3 c., and caused the famous bisect of the
2 Happen 'Strubel'.
It will be seen that in quite a short period of time there were many changes,
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both in the basic rate and the distance and indeed in the countries affected. Lists
of towns within the _Rayon were published and in 1859 there were some 41 offices in
Cantons Geneva,. Vaud and. Fribourg which would be linked with 32 offices in Savoy
(then. in Sardinia). Some 38 offices in Ticino, Graubanden, Valais and even Uri
enjoyed the reduced rate when linked with certain towns in Piedmont. Towns in
Lombardy within the preTcribed distance were brought into the Rayon, so there were
many possible combinations.
Examples of the use of this mark via the Maggiore route include?
1852 Locarno to Turin
... Stampless, with Manuscript tax marks
it
11
9I
I9
II
-1854 Locarno to Genoa
11
1855
St. Vittore to Arona •. .
" MS tax mark '2'decimes ( 20 c. )
It seems apparent that the mark was applied only by main offices. For instance
the 1855 cover bears the oval mark of St. Vittore in blue, and also the boxed date
stamp of BELLINZONA in black. As the 'R.L.' is also struck in black, no doubt it
was applied in Bellinzona,
00s

Letters with adhesives includes
1861 Magadino to Varese
... 20 Rappen 'Strubel'
1862 (March)Geneva to Domodossola.
By the Lake Como (Lario) route?
1861 Samaden to Reggio
and

1862 Andeer to Como

Curiosities include?
BUT
1854 Bellinzona to Arona with 'R.L.' and tax mark,
1862 (Oct.)Bellinzona to Arona franked with 10 Rp. 'Strubel' and no
The only internal Swiss use I have seen is on a cover of 1854 from Lugano to
•Ascona with a manuscript '10'. The nearest 'Verbano' ports would be either Magadino
(Swiss) or Luino (Lombardy). In any event the 1 R.L. was probably to make it clear
that the internal rate applied.
Around. Lake Geneva there were many uses? Montreux-Evian, Geneva-Chamonix etc.
I must confess that I am a little puzzled by the fact that although the distance in the early days was limited to 30 kilometres, many of the letters have
travelled much further? Locarno-Genoa, for instance. And in these cases the tax
mark appears to be at the full normal rate, in spite of the 'R.L.' which remains
unobliterated.
This is a fascinating field of study and. I would be grateful if any members
can take it a stage further; some, I know, (Mr. Christian for instance) have already done some work in this direction. When for instance, did the mark cease to
and why? Emmenegger lists it used with 'Sitting Helvetia' but gives
be used
no date. Details of further examples would be most welcome.
The various manuscript marks which are found on early covers are often puzzling.
An article on this subject would, no doubt, be useful and is in preparation, for
publication shortly.
The Amateur Collector Ltd. have
scored a further success with their
1962 SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE and it
will be invaluable to all Englishspeaking collectors. Still further
enlarged to 80 pages and in a new
binding, it is printed in clear type
and well illustrated. New features
include used blocks of 4 and the 'T'
overprints. Full listing of hotel
posts and railway stamps. Although
the majority of prices show a rise,
this reflects the general upward
trend of the Continental market.
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By arrangement with the publishers 4:
supplies are available through the
•t .
Helvetia Society at 9/3d, each (postage etc. 8d.). Remittances to be
i
made payable to the Society.

I shall be at your service in
1962 to assist in every way
possible with the expansion of your .•
Swiss Collection.
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14

Low Lane, Torrisholme,_
Lancs.
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HIE Swiss POSTAL
A-G-NG=S ABROAD
by E. J. Rawnsley
'
Part IV.
In the previous instalment details were given of those Italian agencies from
which postal cancellations have been seen and recorded. To complete the listing the
following information is given, including the dates of operation, as far as they
are knowns..._........._..._.._ ._ _..........
ca
None of the postmarks of
0
0
Q
Place
iRoute
or
Region
Dat
es
these
places have, so far,
0
been
found
and it is unlikely
Arona
Simplon
1/8/61 - 1 / 6/83
that
they
will
be at this
Baveno
1861 - 1/6/83
late stage, but there is, of
Bellagio
Spllgen
1869
1875
course,
always the hundred to
Be llano
1/1/68
1 875
one
chance
of a hitherto
Bolladore
Umbrail
31/12/7 6
1/5/74
unknown
item
to light
Bormi-Bagni
3 1/ 1 2/7 6 amid some oldcoming
15/6/75
archives.
It
" -Borgo
15/6/69
31/12/76
Canobbio
Maggiore
1871 - 1888
It may well be that in
Castasegna-Dogana
T!Ial o j a
1884 - 1921
many cases these places were,
Como
Gotthard
at the time, too far off the
1/1/74 - 1884
Gravellona
Simplon
normal routes to have had
1/8/71 - 9/9/88
Grossotto
Umbrail
1869 - 31/12/76 much mail, or that the
Lecc o
Spltigen
1/1/68 - 1875
Agencies were more concerned
Morbegno
Valtellina
1869 - 31/12/76 with the transport of passOrnavasso
Simplon
1862 - 9/9/88
engers or freight, and in
Pallanza
Maggiore
( 1871 - 1883
the case of the latter the
(1/6/83 - 29/8/88. documents which may have
Ponte (S.Carlo)
Valtellina
1874 - 31/12/76 borne stamps or cancels
It
Sondrio
1869 - 31/12/76 have been lost.
Stresa
Simplon
1/1/64 - 1/6/83
The next section will
Town of Chiavenna
1879 - 1884
Mal o j a
deal
with the postal
Treseneda
Valtellina
1/5/74 - 31/12/76 agencies in France.
Splttgen
Varenna
1/1/68 - 1875
Varese
Gotthard
1868
Vovogna
Simplon
(To be continued)
1861 - 9/10/88
-

-

-

-

-

tr
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LONDON GROUP METING - 13th December 1961
Mr.Jack Beken was a very welcome visitor and members had been looking forward to his display of'MORE LIECHTENSTEIN.
A cross section of the various periods
was shown, comprisings 1850-1912 when
Austrian stamps were used; 1912-1921 when
stamps of both Austria and Liechtenstein
were in use, giving rise to mixed frankings, and 1921 to date, when the postal
system was linked to the Swiss. Wherever
possible items connected with Switzerland were shown. Varieties of the 1920 - 21
definitive series,and a complete set of
proofs of the 1921 issue were shown in
the first part of the display, which included the prize item of a pre-stamp
cover of Dec.11,1663, Christmas greetings from the Royal House.
The second half covered postal stationery, railway cancellations, airmails
with some fine Graf Zeppelin coverss the
1931 Polar flight, 1932 Liechtenstein Switzerland flight etc., a 1932 Gordon Bennett balloon flight (by the 'Helvetia'
balloon),glider and helicopter flights,
to mention only a few of the many interesting items shown. Modern stamps were
not forgotten and included were the 1958
Brussels Exhibition and the 1960 & 1961
'Europa' stamps (the latter printed. in
London by Harrisons and which have been
the subject of much philatelic heart-

0

burning). Postage due issues showed
examples of the various 'T' overprints.
On behalf of those present Mr. J. H.
Short thanked Mr. Beken for giving this
most excellent display and hoped to see'
more of this amazing collection in the
not too distant future.
CHRISTMAS 'BETHLEHEM' CANCELLATION
The location used for the special
post-office being no longer available and
no suitable alternative having been found,
it will not be possible to arrange for the
despatch of mail from Bethlehem 9 near
Bern. It is, therefore, unlikely that
the special date stamp will be used again,
' ILVETIA' CLUB PACKET
The Hon. Pkt. Supt. asks members to
note the followings Club Packets should
be passed on within 48 hours. Packets
at present in circulation have been held
up on a number of occasions and much
time, money and energy is expended trying to keep track of them. Packets
should also be legibly addressed.
REM INDE R ! !
The annual subscription of 10/becomes due on 1st January. The
Hon. Treasurer would be grateful
for prompt settlement.
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Report from the YORKS/LANCS GROUP
On Dec. 2nd, 14 members and 3 visitors
met to study the 'Tellboy' issues. Mr.
Highsted acted as Discussion Leader and
read an excellent paper. His display was
supported by contributions from Messrs.
Gullis, Gosling, Tyreman, Robertshaw and
Heaps. About 200 sheets were displayed,
covering the whole issue, together with
many additional items of an unusual nature.
Among the printed postal stationery
the envelopes, postcards and receipts
were shown complete? the embossed (mint)
stamps on wrapper, also examples of the
latter used and cancelled on covers as
'cut-outs' g and the printed postcards in
booklets issued in 1918. A complete sheet
of the 1909 issue with large holes for
booklets, and the scarce booklet of 1925
(Z.26z). All the League of Nations 'Tellboys' were on view, including the 30c. on
grilled paper. Other noteworthy items included the 'Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft
overprints used on covers, and the Bela
Szekula private overprints. These stamps
were invalidated on Dec.31st y 1942, but
there was one cover bearing them dated
Sept. 10th 19571 The stamps were cancelled ' UNGULTIG' but the hexagonal 'P.P.'
was applied, denoting later prepayment,
so no postage due was charged. Among other
interesting postmarks was the boxed
' Locarno Conference' of 1925.
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The Group welcomed a new member, Miss
Solly, who is President of the Harrogate
P.S., and whose Father - a noted Philatelist - was Curator of the Roebuck
Collection of stamps at Leeds University.
MEMBERS

REQUESTS

1. 'SCOUT CAMP POSTMARKS & CANCELS'
Mr. J.E.O.Hobbs, of 16 Blandford
Avenue, Whitton, Middlesex, is a keen
collector of scout stamps etc. and would
be grateful if any member can assist
him with a few outstanding items, i.e.
the special cancellations and/or slogans
for the following
3rd National Camp, Zurich 1938
1931 Rover Moot, Kandersteg
2nd National Camp s Geneva, 1932
4th National Camp, Lugano 1948
5th Rover Moot, Kandersteg 1953
Scout Camp Sion, 1956
(The last 2 are slogan cancels)
Please state prices required.
8. FOR SALE - to best offer over £7 Asmalixedcotnf
Liechtenstein, mostly used. Zum. cat.
value over S.Fr. 250.- Includes 1 16,43,
47, 80-83, 141, 217-225 m. & u. F.17-23,
W.7-10, 14, 15-17, 19, 23 & many early
and middle sets, odd items, blocks etc.
Apply? W.R. Morrison, 'Tor Uaine' ,
Helensburgh, Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
-

Having just purchased one of the leading Switzerland Collections::
in this country we are able to offer much unusual material not
normally seen on the market. The Collection has not yet been
priced but during January we shall be able to offer, among
hundreds of outstanding items, the following?
MANY CANTONAL ITEMS
Several Or•tspost & Poste Locale (including pairs)
Rayons Complete plates of Rayons I, II & III
Strubelise Luxury copy complet e do uble print of 40 Rp. green & large numbers
Rayons & Strubelis single, pairs etc.
19142
Fr.3.- green - Mint Block of Four
19452
Pax Set-Mint and Used Blocks of Four
Landscape 20 c. Die I Mint
19492
...
also Die II - complete double print
All Pioneer Airmails
8*8
1919a Airmail 30 c.
Mint Block of Four
19128
Pro Juventute - 3 values in Mint Blocks of Four
Superb Used Blocks of Four of practically everything; many rarities such as double
prints etc., of which only one or two copies are known.
Exceptional Telegraph material,
etc.
etc.
etc.
Our House Organ "THE SWISS PHILATELIST" available against annual
subscription of 2/6d.
FREE SPECIMEN COPY ON REQUEST.
SWISS STAMPS
1962 SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE
NOW ON SALE
For the discerning Collector
9/3d. plus 8d. postage
are my speciality)
Also available from the Helvetia P.S.
H. L. KATCHER
(THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.)
27, Westbury Road, London, N.12.
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